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Bunker Homeowner’s Ventilation
TikTok Video Goes Viral
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Advanced, Efficient Boiler System
Helps Revitalize Century-Old Home

A Web development executive’s underground bunker home’s
HVAC system provided the impetus for a viral video about the
6,000-square-foot exotic home.

When the owner of a two-story Craftsman residence in Fargo,
N.D., needed to upgrade the historic home’s boiler, WeilMcLain’s ECO Tec boiler presented an ideal solution.
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The Future of
COVID-19 and
Energy Efficiency
UniBES has developed cloud-based software modules imbedded with patented HVAC infectious building and
energy efficiency optimization processes.
AMP’s awarded Healthy Building & Energy Efficient 30” Bronze Plaque is for display inside or outside your
building, to overcome the confidence gap created by the current pandemic when welcoming people back into their
buildings’ workspaces.
UniBES/AMP’s goal is to enhance the noble efforts of other healthy building organizations by providing what they
can’t. AMP provides the ability to achieve increased outside air ventilation, and optimized HVAC energy efficiency
without raising utility costs through energy-efficient means. Consider a total healthy building package utilizing the
qualities, capabilities and services of UniBES/AMP, INTERNATIONAL WELL BUILDING INSTITUTE (IWBI), Fitwel
and UL’s Verified Healthy Buildings Mark.
UniBES is providing an introduction to AMP’s software with two coupons, to set a building on its way to becoming
“HVAC Infectious Building and Energy Efficiency Compliant”.

INFECTIOUS BUILDING HVAC VENTILATION APPLICATION
AND CERTIFICATION
$8,600 Value without coupon
Use code Chiefs-25%-Building-Certification
Savings: $2,150

25%

OFF!

CAST BRONZE PLAQUE
(for indoor or outdoor display)
$2,995 Value without coupon
30% off with code Chiefs-30%-Bronze30
Savings: $898.50

UniBES / AMP Office: (630) 790-4940

https://auditmaster.pro/

30%

OFF!
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Two years at the helm of this
great organization goes by in a
flash, even when much of that
time is spent in a pandemic. But
it has been my honor to serve
the Chief Engineers Association
of Chicagoland for this term,
and I look forward to seeing it
continue to grow and thrive after
I have passed the baton to the
incoming president.
Over the last two years, I have
sought to put an emphasis on
taking advantage of educational
opportunities to better ourselves
as chief engineers. For good or
bad, we got an assist in the form
of the COVID-19 pandemic, as we had to transition our normally very social and convivial meetings to a schedule of informative online presentations. I would like to take this opportunity to thank, first of all, everyone
who attended the Zoom events and supported our Associate member
organizations, as well as all of the presenting organizations. While we all
much would have preferred meeting in person, it was great to know that
we could still pull together and learn together.
Thanks also go out to everyone who helped to arrange the presentations
and made them happen, in particular Alex Boerner, who went above and
beyond the call to keep our meeting schedule on track. Even our very
popular annual golf outing didn’t miss a beat because of her dedication
and organizational skill, and for that, I know we’re all grateful.
We aren’t entirely out of the woods yet as far as this pandemic is concerned, but we are finally returning to the more normal routine of our
monthly meetings, and looking forward to our December meeting, and
our Inaugural Concert in January, where we will welcome our new slate
of Officers and Directors. I hope you’ll join us.
Lastly, I would just like to reiterate what an honor it has been to serve
such an upstanding and valued organization. Thank you for putting your
faith in me, and for all of the support and solidarity you have offered in
what have been some of the most trying times in the history of our great
association. In that same spirit, let’s go forward together toward better
times.
Sincerely,

Tom Phillips
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In Brief

Judge OKs $626 Million Settlement in Flint
Water Litigation

energy, but its reactors are aging, and its newest-generation
reactors are years behind schedule.

DETROIT (AP) — On Nov. 10, a judge approved a sweeping
$626 million deal to settle lawsuits filed by Flint residents
and others who were exposed to water contaminated by
lead and bacteria in 2014-15.

100,000-Panel Solar Farm Near Approval in
Central Illinois

Most of the money — $600 million — is coming from the
state of Michigan, which was accused of repeatedly overlooking the risks of switching Flint’s water source without
treating the water to prevent what turned out to be a
disaster.

WASHBURN, Ill. (AP) — A solar energy project proposed in
central Illinois would use some 100,000 solar panels and
have the capacity to power the equivalent of 10,000 homes,
officials say.

“The settlement reached here is a remarkable achievement
for many reasons, not the least of which is that it sets forth
a comprehensive compensation program and timeline that
is consistent for every qualifying participant,” U.S. District
Judge Judith Levy said.
Attorneys are seeking as much as $200 million in legal fees
from the overall settlement. Levy left that issue for another
day.
The deal was announced in August 2020 by Attorney General
Dana Nessel and Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, both Democrats,
who were elected in 2018 while the litigation was pending.
The deal makes money available to every Flint child who was
exposed to the water, every adult who can show an injury,
certain business owners and anyone who paid water bills.

France to Build New Nuclear Reactors to
Meet Climate Goals
France will start building its first new nuclear reactors in decades as part of efforts to meet its promises to reduce planet-warming emissions, French President Emmanuel Macron
announced Tuesday, Nov. 9.
He spoke as climate negotiators in Glasgow debate how to
speed up efforts against climate change, and amid concerns
around Europe about recent spikes in energy prices and the
continent’s dependence on global gas and oil producers,
including Russia.
“To guarantee France’s energy independence, to guarantee our country’s electricity supply, and to reach our goals
— notably carbon neutrality in 2050 — we will for the first
time in decades revive the construction of nuclear reactors
in our country, and continue to develop renewable energy,”
Macron said in a televised address.
He did not give any details of the plans.
France is more dependent than any other country on nuclear
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The 35-megawatt project would be located on a 223-acre site
just north of Washburn, northeast of Peoria. At press time,
it was awaiting final approval by the Marshall County Board
with a vote on the proposal imminent, the (Peoria) Journal
Star reported.
The project is considered “utility-scale,” providing considerably more energy than most 2-megawatt community solar
farms that have been approved in central Illinois in recent
years.
The site of the project is farmland owned by two brothers
who live nearby and who have farmed for many years. One
of the brothers, Troy White, said the acreage for the solar
project is a fraction of the land the brothers’ farm.
If approved, construction would occur in 2023. It will consist
of installing solar panels in 1,000 rows of 100 panels each.
The panels will be installed on a “tracking” axis, so they
follow the sun throughout the day.

NIPSCO Starts Work on 2 New Solar Farms in
NW Indiana
MERRILLVILLE, Ind. (AP) — Northern Indiana Public Service
Co. has started work on two new solar farms in northwest
Indiana that will generate a combined 465 megawatts of
power when they come online next year.
The new projects for the Merrillville-based utility, a subsidiary of NiSource, come as NIPSCO aims to retire all its coalfired generation by 2028 and generate more electricity from
renewable energy sources.
NIPSCO is partnering with EDP Renewables North America to
build Indiana Crossroads Solar, a 200-megawatt solar farm in
White County. That project is expected to produce $40 million in local taxes, pay $1 million a year to landowners and
result in full-time jobs.
NextEra Energy Resources LLC is building the other new
solar farm in Jasper County, called Dunns Bridge Solar I.
That 265-megawatt installation will feature about 900,000

solar panels that will generate enough electricity to power
795,000 homes, The (Northwest Indiana) Times reported.
A planned second phase, Dunns Bridge Solar II, will add
435 megawatts of solar with 1.5 million solar panels and
75 megawatts of battery storage, and is expected to come
online in 2023.

students and faculty along with company staff focused on
diversion and recovery of construction and demolition materials to reduce landfill waste, the release said. The remainder
will be used for primarily need-based scholarships for up to
10 Nashville-area students each year. The company will also
provide up to four paid summer internship opportunities for
students at the school.

Power Line Foes Petition to Revoke Permit,
Stop Construction

Indiana Advocate: Brace for Costly Winter
Heating Season

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — The leading environmental opponent of a $1 billion electric transmission line in western
Maine asked state regulators to revoke a permit for the
project following a recent referendum vote.
Maine residents voted Nov. 2 to halt the New England Clean
Energy Connect. But the outcome doesn’t go into effect for
about two months — 30 days after the election is certified.
In the meantime, construction on the project is continuing
even as litigation proceeds on several fronts.
The Natural Resources Council of Maine said the permit
should be revoked immediately to prevent further environmental damage during construction.
James Kilbreth, lawyer for NRCM, said it would be a “dereliction of duty” for regulators to allow “continued destruction”
of woodlands while waiting for the law to go into effect,
James Kilbreth, lawyer for NRCM, wrote Nov. 4 in a notice to
environmental regulators.
There was no immediate response Friday, Nov. 5, from the
Department of Environmental Protection or Board of Environmental Protection.

Waste Management Commits $300,000 for
Research, Scholarships
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Environmental services company
Waste Management has announced a three-year commitment of $300,000 for environmental sustainability research
at Tennessee State University and scholarships and internships for the school’s students.
Construction and demolition waste has nearly doubled in
the last decade at Waste Management’s Southern Services
landfill and recycling facility in Nashville, the company and
the school said in a news release. Meanwhile, the recycling
rate has decreased.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Indiana’s consumer advocate for utilities is urging Hoosiers to brace themselves for what’s expected to be the most expensive winter heating season in years.
The Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor said state
residents can expect to see the highest winter natural gas
spot prices since 2007-08 following a recent forecast by the
U.S. Energy Information Administration.
The federal agency said Oct. 13 that with prices surging
worldwide for heating oil, natural gas and other fuels, it expects U.S. households to see their heating bills jump as much
as 54 percent compared to last winter.
Indiana Utility Consumer Counselor Bill Fine said Hoosiers
who are behind in their utility bills or worried about their
ability to pay should contact their local utility now to make
arrangements to spread their winter heating costs over the
rest of the year.
“Contacting your utilities sooner instead of later is crucial,
especially if you are concerned about being disconnected at
any point,” Fine said in a news release.
The state is also encouraging residents to consider a home
heating system tune-up to ensure their HVAC system has a
clean filter and to use their furnace’s humidifier to make the
air feel warmer, The (Northwest Indiana) Times reported.

Smucker Co. to Build $1.1B Sandwich Factory
Near Birmingham
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — The parent company of Smucker’s has announced plans to spend $1.1 billion on a factory
and warehouse near Birmingham that will produce frozen
sandwiches.
The Ohio-based J.M. Smucker Co. said the plant will create
750 jobs. Construction is expected to begin by January with
production set to start in 2025.

Half of the company’s gift will be used for research by
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Kauai to Use Old Irrigation System to
Store Electric Power
LIHUE, Hawaii (AP) — Kauai’s electric utility plans to use an
irrigation system dating to sugar plantation days to help
store solar power for use at night.
Officials say the project will provide about one-quarter of
Kauai’s energy needs and allow the Kauai Island Utility Cooperative to obtain 80% of its power from renewable sources
by 2025, The Garden Island newspaper reported.
The utility routinely meets 100 percent of the island’s daylight energy demands using renewable resources. But battery
limitations and lack of sunlight currently force the cooperative to rely on fossil fuels during early morning and night
hours.

Resident Kaua Mata asked what would happen if Waimea
River levels were to drop in the future.
Tokioka said the state Commission on Water Resource Management decides how much water the utility may divert from
streams and the utility would abide by these decisions.
The project site is on lands owned and managed by the state
Department of Land and Natural Resources, the state Department of Hawaiian Homelands and the state Agribusiness
Development Corporation.

The West Kauai Energy Project would divert water from four
streams along the Kokee Ditch Irrigation System near Kekaha
and Waimea. It would restore existing reservoirs and build
new pipelines and gate structures.
Two reservoirs at different elevations would be connected by
a penstock, or pipe. A solar-powered plant would pump water up the penstock during the daytime. Water would then
flow down the penstock to generate energy at night and in
the early morning.
“When cranking at full capacity, it will have enough power
to energize 18,000 homes on our island,” said Beth Tokioka,
the utility’s communications manager. “On the environmental side, it would be reducing our fossil fuel usage by
8 million gallons a year and reducing our greenhouse gas
emissions by 80,000 tons of C02 per year.”
Utility officials and engineers explained these details at a
recent “talk story” session about the project.
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Efforts to Cut Car, Plane and Ship
Emissions Get Small Boost
By Frank Jordans | Associated Press
GLASGOW, Scotland (AP) — Several countries and companies
announced plans Nov. 10 to stop selling cars that run on gasoline or diesel over the next two decades, as part of efforts
to clamp down on a significant source of planet-warming
emissions.
But the impact of the measures will likely be limited since
several major car markets — notably the United States and
China — did not sign on, and the pledges received a mixed
response from environmental campaigners. Nations and airlines also pledged to reduce emissions from air travel.
On the sidelines of the U.N. climate conference in Glasgow,
Scotland, a group of nations said Wednesday, Nov. 10, that
they would work to sell only zero-emission vehicles by 2040,
and no later than 2035 in leading auto markets. While the
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wording of the agreement is vague, it could essentially mean
switching to electric-only fleets of cars, trucks and buses —
and backing off popular halfway solutions currently in use,
such as hybrid vehicles.
The plan was backed by countries including Canada, Chile,
Denmark, India, Poland, Sweden, Turkey and the United
Kingdom. Several American states and cities also signed on,
as did major carmakers Ford, General Motors, Mercedes Benz
and Volvo.
Some companies, such as Volvo, had already pledged to even
earlier targets to phase out combustion engines.
“This welcome move signals that a growing number of
countries, auto makers and transportation providers are join-

ing the global push for 100-percent zero-emissions electric
vehicles,” said Jake Schmidt of the New York-based nonprofit
Natural Resources Defense Council.
But the Brussels-based think tank Transport and Environment
said the announcement needs to be backed by legally binding targets and noted the absence of major car markets such
as China, the U.S., Germany and France.
Transportation is one of the biggest sources of greenhouse
gas emissions, according to the International Energy Agency.
A recent report by the agency found the sale of new internal
combustion engine cars — those that run on gasoline and
diesel — needs to be phased out by 2035 to ensure the goals
set in Paris in 2015 on capping global warming at 1.5 degrees
Celsius (2.7 degrees Fahrenheit) can be met.
German officials said the country declined to sign the recently announced agreement because it contained a footnote
that would prevent the use of synthetic fuels produced with
renewable energy — an option that some in the current and
likely future government want to keep open.
The country has backed a proposal being considered by the
European Union to end sales of gasoline-powered cars and
vans by 2035.
The U.S. auto industry, meanwhile, has previously pledged
to dramatically increase production of electric cars, and a
massive new infrastructure package provides $7.5 billion in
federal grants to build a network of charging stations.
Creating the infrastructure so that people can drive as far
as they need to without worrying about finding a place to
recharge is a major hurdle that companies and governments
are facing in persuading consumers to switch to electric.
But Bjorn Annwall, the chief financial officer of Volvo, said
this was a “solvable problem.”
The Sweden-based carmaker says its customers are demanding Volvo leads on cutting emissions and the company is
aiming for at least half of its sales by 2025 to be fully electric,
and all by 2030.
“We as an industry need to send the signal,” Annwall told
The Associated Press. “We need to get out of combustion
engines before 2035 in order to have some chance to reach
our climate neutral planet targets for further down the line.”
Separately, Daimler Truck AG, the world’s largest truck maker, and energy giant TotalEnergies announced they will work
together on the rollout of zero-emissions hydrogen-powered
trucking across western Europe in coming years.

Cars and trucks move on a highway toward Frankfurt, early Nov. 5, 2021.
Several countries and companies plan to accelerate the switch to emissions-free ground, air and sea transport at part of efforts to curb global
warming. (AP Photo/Michael Probst, File)

Greenpeace described the declaration — signed by Britain,
France, Spain, the United States and others — as “brazen
greenwashing.”
“They should be reducing flights and massively investing into
rail and greener travel options,” the environmental group
said.
Separately, 20 airlines announced plans to use planes powered with electric, hydrogen or hybrid engines on 30 percent
of the fleet used for short-haul flights by 2030.
Among the signatories were Air New Zealand, Alaska Airlines, easyJet and Southern Airways Express, operating more
than 800 aircraft with over 177 million passengers a year.
Nov. 10, major maritime industry representatives pushed for
more funding for research into clean ship propulsion technology.
The flurry of announcements on transport emissions follows
a pattern at this year’s climate talks, which have seen host
Britain present side deals that aren’t part of the official
negotiations — a practice criticized by some environmental
campaigners.
“These types of announcements that countries voluntarily
say they’re going to do something is not what we need in
a climate emergency,” said Greenpeace’s executive director,
Jennifer Morgan. “They have not worked in the past.”

On aviation, about two dozen countries said they would
work together to reduce emissions from plane travel to “net
zero” by 2050, including by promoting the use of sustainable
fuels. “Net zero” means producing only as many emissions as
can be absorbed again through natural or artificial means.
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Damaged Oil Refinery Closing; Parish
Weighs Economic Impacts
BELLE CHASSE, La. (AP) — A Louisiana oil refinery that was
flooded during Hurricane Ida is being shut down and turned
into a storage terminal, prompting local leaders to assess the
potential economic impacts that could come with losing one
of the area’s biggest employers.
Phillips 66 announced Nov. 8 that it was closing its massive
Alliance Refinery along the bank of the Mississippi River just
south of New Orleans, The Times-Picayune/The New Orleans
Advocate reported. The Houston-based company said the
extensive damage from the storm Aug. 29 was too expensive
to repair.
Converting part of the existing infrastructure at the 2,400acre site to a storage and transit terminal will likely affect
most of the 900 employees and contractors who currently
work there.
“Phillips 66 is in the process of determining how many employees will remain at the terminal,” spokesperson Bernardo Fallas told the news outlet. “Some employees could be
offered positions at other sites within our portfolio.”
Plaquemines Parish President Kirk Lepine called the news “a
gut punch to the community.”
“If you’re from Plaquemines, you know somebody who
either works for or did work there,” he said. “My brother is
retired from there.”
Storm surge from Ida breached the refinery’s internal levee
wall and much of the facility was covered under about 5 feet
of water. Phillips 66 put it up for sale just days before the
hurricane, citing poor market conditions. But the damage
caused the plant’s value to fall to about $200 million, which
ended attempts to sell it for around $500 million.
The Belle Chasse site that was built in 1971 has been the parish’s largest single source of property tax revenue for many
years, according to Plaquemines Assessor Belinda Hazel. The
company will pay $7.4 million of the parish’s approximately
$60 million total this year.
While the tax revenue won’t immediately plummet, Hazel
said it’s expected to decrease significantly when experts
re-value the repurposed facility. She added that “the more
immediate effect would be people moving and houses going
on the market.”
Other projects, such as Venture Global’s proposed $8.9 billion
liquefied natural gas plant, could provide more jobs in the
area. Federal regulators said at the end of October that the
planned 650-acre site for the plant could start being cleared.
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Floodwater fills an area at a refinery where flaring was taking place the
morning after Hurricane Ida in Norco, La., on Monday, Aug. 30, 2021. Since
then, initial plans to sell the refinery have been scuttled, and the refinery
will be shut down and converted to a storage terminal, causing great
concern for members of the surrounding community who depended on
the refinery for employment. (Chris Granger/The Times-Picayune/The New
Orleans Advocate via AP)

That project would provide about 2,200 jobs during construction but would only create approximately 250 permanent
jobs.
David Dismukes, executive director of Louisiana State University’s Center for Energy Studies, said the closure of the Alliance Refinery was not unexpected but is still a major blow.
“Finding something that can replace that big piece of infrastructure at that level of employment isn’t easy to come by,”
he told the news outlet. “I can’t tell you that there is anything too promising out there for Plaquemines Parish.”

Danfoss Turbocor® Named Winner of
2022 AHR Expo Innovation Awards
Danfoss has been recognized in multiple categories in the
2022 AHR Expo Innovation Awards. The annual awards
competition honors the most inventive and original products,
systems, and technologies showcased at the International
Air-Conditioning, Heating, Refrigerating Exposition (AHR
Expo) in the categories of building automation, cooling,
green building, heating, indoor air quality, plumbing, refrigeration, software, tools and instruments, and ventilation.
Winner: Danfoss Turbocor VTCA400 Compressor
In the Cooling category, Danfoss will receive an Innovation
Award for its Turbocor VTCA400 Compressor. The VTCA400
is the world’s first oil-free, variable-speed, magnetic bearing
centrifugal compressor utilizing a hybrid compression design
that is optimized for use with low-GWP refrigerant R-1233zd
in water-cooled chiller applications. The patent-pending
design uses a combination mixed flow and radial impellers,
enabling both high performance and a compact footprint.
As a result, the VTCA400 reduces footprint and weight by up
to 50 percent compared to traditional designs, giving users
the advantage of a more compact chiller design and more
mechanical room space — as well as lower chiller costs.
The compact design of the VTCA400 offer significant benefits to chiller manufacturers, including reduced costs, higher
efficiency, lower product carbon footprint, improved serviceability and redundancy. Manufacturers have the ability
to place multiple compressors on the chiller, which provides
higher part-load efficiency and more redundancy compared
to single compressor configurations.
Finalist: Danfoss Turbocor TGS380 Compressor
In the Sustainable Solutions category, Danfoss was named
a finalist for its Turbocor TGS380 Compressor. The TGS380
builds on the innovation of the other models in the TGS

Danfoss-VTCA400: The Danfoss Turbocor VTCA400 compressor, with its
hybrid compression design, was named the winner of the Cooling category
in the 2022 AHR Expo Innovation Awards.

series, which was the first line of oil-free, magnetic bearing
centrifugal compressors to offer low-GWP HFO-1234ze and
A1-safety-rated R-515B refrigerants to help reduce harmful
direct emissions to the environment. It features an expanded
operating map to support applications with pressure ratios
up to 5.7. This includes not only comfort cooling applications
but also higher lift applications such as air-cooled chillers
in hot ambient climates up to 125 degrees Fahrenheit and
water-cooled heat recovery generating up to 145 degrees
Fahrenheit process water.
In addition to providing industry-leading efficiency with no
performance degradation and substantial lifetime maintenance savings due to the elimination of the traditional oil
management system, the TGS380 gives the most
(Continued on pg. 14)
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(Continued from pg. 13)

comprehensive offering of low-GWP refrigerants compared
to any traditional positive displacement compressor. The
available low-GWP HFO-1234ze refrigerant option provides
an ultra-low GWP solution, while the R-515B option provides
a low-GWP alternative that also has an ASHRAE A1 safety
classification for lower toxicity and no flame propagation.
The TGS380 is 80 percent smaller and lighter weight compared to equivalent capacity screw compressors, and with
sound levels up to 8 dBA quieter.
“These Turbocor compressors are the latest generation of
groundbreaking cooling technologies,” said Ricardo Schneider, president of Danfoss Turbocor. “Turbocor has led the way
in oil-free compressor technology and is proud to be recognized by the AHR Innovation Awards. We are committed to
helping our customers reduce energy consumption and lower
their carbon footprint with environmentally friendly HVACR
solutions. As the industry transitions to low-GWP refrigerants, we look forward to the increased adoption of Turbocor
compressors.”
Winners of the AHR Expo Innovation Awards program are
selected by a panel of third-party ASHRAE member judges
who evaluate all award entries based on innovative design,
creativity, application, value and market impact.
This year’s award winners will be recognized in a formal
ceremony during the 2022 AHR Expo, which takes place Jan.
31-Feb. 2 in Las Vegas.

RepresenƟng Manufacturers of Quality
Plumbing Products Since 1969

1775 West Armitage Court • Addison, IL • 60101
630‐932‐9900 Phone • 630‐932‐9911 Fax
For more informa�on please contact jus�n@repcoassociates.com or visit our website.

www.repcoassociates.com
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Danfoss-TGS380: The Danfoss Turbocor TGS380 compressor, which offers
the most low-GWP refrigerant options of any positive displacement compressor, was named a finalist in the Sustainable Solutions category of the
2022 AHR Expo Innovation Awards.

Bunker Homeowner’s Ventilation TikTok
Video Goes Viral
The HVAC industry’s energy recovery ventilation (ERV) sector
got an unsuspected publicity boost when more than 4 million
TikTok users viewed an ERV’s incorporation into a family
residence converted from a circa 1970s underground nuclear
bunker.
The viral video also helped attract tens of thousands more
viewers on subsequent TikTok ERV segment subjects ranging
from opening the ERV packaging, rigging it under ground,
and installing it to provide energy recovery for the bunker’s
outdoor air ventilation.
Bunker homeowner Ruben Romero, president of eKaboom,
a Web development and online marketing company, has
attracted more than 660,000 followers on his social media channels as he transforms his sterile, industrial-grade,
6,000-square-foot underground bunker into a livable home
for his wife and four children. Romero’s family already calls
the bunker home, but completion is expected in 2026. Each
week, Romero posts his escapades, such as cutting 11-inch-diameter steel intake/exhaust pipes, once used by a diesel-powered generator, and converting them to 10-inch-diameter intake/exhaust flues for the EV 450 Premium ERV
manufactured by RenewAire, Waunakee, Wis.
Although Romero doesn’t disclose his central states location,
the 13-acre rural prairie site is one of some 50 Cold War-era
bunkers the U.S. government built nationwide with telecom
companies, such as AT&T, to keep vital communication lines
operating in case of a nuclear war. The 16-foot-high bunker
lies four feet below grade and also includes a 170-foot-high
communications tower, ground level storage buildings, a
3,000-lb. blast door, and plenty of stale air that needs continuous ERV dilution with outdoor air for optimum indoor air
quality (IAQ).

Ruben Romero and his wife Joan videotaped the unboxing and subsequent
installation of an energy recovery ventilator (ERV) in the Cold War-era
nuclear bunker they’re developing into a residence and garnered millions of
TikTok views. (Photo Courtesy of Ruben Romero).

Since the cool bunker retains a natural geothermal temperature of 56°F to 72°F, it needs only hot water radiant heating.
The ERV runs continuously on low speed to help positive
pressurize the bunker and efficiently preheat incoming outdoor air. The ERV automatically shifts to increased airflow via
variable speed modes when sensors detect unhealthy levels
of radon, humidity, CO2, volatile organic compounds (VOC)
and any other gaseous contaminants.
While the topic of ERVs is arguably less exciting than the
hundreds of zany public video antics that escalate TikToks to
viral status, Romero’s millions of views suggest the general
public is increasingly interested in IAQ.
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Deal Halts Illinois Airport’s Work That
Threatens Prairie
ROCKFORD, Ill. (AP) — A conservation group has reached an
agreement with a northern Illinois airport that temporarily
halts work on a project that would destroy an 8,000-year-old
tract of remnant prairie.
The Bell Bowl Prairie, located on the Rockford Airport’s
property, is targeted for demolition as part of a $50 million
expansion of the airfield’s cargo operations.

portion of the expansion project, removing a retention basin
slated to be built within the Bell Bowl Prairie’s footprint.
The airport’s cargo expansion is expected to create hundreds
of construction jobs and up to 600 permanent new airport
jobs in Rockford, about 80 miles northwest of Chicago.

The prairie’s long-time stewards, the Natural Land Institute,
sued the Greater Rockford Airport Authority in October,
seeking injunctive relief to temporarily halt bulldozers from
destroying the 25-acre prairie.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
MEMBERSHIP – BE THERE.

The nonprofit conservation group subsequently announced
that a deal putting that work on hold through March 1,
2022, had been reached through U.S. District Court with the
Greater Rockford Airport Authority, its board of commissioners and executive director, WTTW-TV reported.
Construction of an access road that would cut through the
prairie’s highest quality habitat had been slated to resume
Nov. 1.
The temporary hold buys more time for the Natural Land
Institute to convince the Airport Authority to explore alternative design concepts that protect the prairie and the
endangered rusty patched bumble bee, the institute said in a
statement.
“Natural Land Institute will continue to pursue legal remedies to protect the remaining prairie and make sure we
have access to monitor the prairie,” the organization said its
statement.
Airport officials, meanwhile, said they are redesigning a
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Alaska Fire Department Grows Training
Facilities
SUN PRAIRIE, WI — Back in 2001, the Central Mat-Su Fire
Department in Wasilla, Alaska purchased The Fire Chief
training tower. Now, 20 years later, the department plans to
enhance its 80-acre training facility with the addition of The
Hall Crawler from Fire Facilities.
“After 20 years of constant use, The Fire Chief is still in great
shape,” says John Beebe, assistant fire chief with the Central
Mat-Su Fire Department (CMSFD). “The quality of this training tower is one of my biggest reasons to purchase another
Fire Facilities building.”

“I decided on The Hall Crawler based on its ability to simulate a center hallway apartment building/hotel,” says Beebe.
“This building will be used primarily for situational awareness, orientation, live fire and RIC. There’s a big asset in that
The Hall Crawler has two burn rooms and one corner burn
area.
“Our existing Fire Facilities tower is great, but it’s fairly
simple to navigate. I’m looking forward to more training
challenges involving The Hall Crawler.”
Future Training Growth

Maximizing Training Tower
The second largest and busiest fire department in Alaska, the
CMSFD provides fire protection services for about 150 square
miles in the Matanuska-Susitna Valley.
Beebe, who began his career as a firefighter in 1999, was
promoted to training captain in 2013 and then to assistant
chief over training in 2017. Since that time, he’s made certain
to maximize every opportunity to provide meaningful training courses to the 90 front line firefighters on the roster at
CMSFD.
“We use The Fire Chief for everything from initial training
to rescues to HazMat operations and a variety of officer
training,” says Beebe. “Here in Alaska, we have to consider
and train in all types of weather. Weekly training on The Fire
Chief can consist of anything from hose deployments and
ground ladders to live fire training.
“Because of our climate, we do a lot of nighttime drills,”
he continues. “In our area, we can reach 85 degrees in the
summer and -30 degrees in the winter with three feet of
snow on the ground. We train to consider these situations
in relation to roof operations, waterflow, and hand line management. It’s important our training is as realistic as possible,
and The Fire Chief helps us accomplish that goal.”

Looking past the immediate addition of The Hall Crawler,
Beebe and his community have long-term goals for keeping
their firefighters trained and ready for any situation.
“Over the next five years we will add ‘like construction’
buildings to our training facility,” says Beebe. “These will
include a 3/2 ranch, a 3/2 two-story, and a center stairwell
multi-family 4-plex. Ideally, we’d like each of these to include
at least one burn room. We’re also planning to build a
disorientation house that will be like a changeable maze.
The more creative and realistic our structures are, the better
trained we will be.”
Fire Facilities, Inc. (FFI), an ISFSI corporate sponsor, manufactures a full line of steel fire training structures engineered
to withstand real-life firefighting conditions. From mobile
units to burn rooms to high-rise towers, FFI training models
are available in a multitude of configurations. Our parent
company, Trachte Building Systems, is one of the largest and
oldest manufacturers of steel self-storage systems in the
industry. For more information, visit www.firefacilities.com
or call (800) 929-3726.

Stepping Up Training
According to Beebe, The Fire Chief is in constant use. In
addition to the city’s firefighters, another 50 local, state and
federal law enforcement agency members use the training
tower, plus some military units. They conduct events such
as hostage, barricaded suspects, K9 and pursuit termination
drills.
With such successes behind them, Beebe recently began the
search for an additional training structure that resembles the
community’s current construction trends.
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TestEquity Becomes a Distributor for
AEMC Instruments
SOUTHLAKE, Texas (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — TestEquity®, the
preferred distributor of test and measurement solutions and
electronics production supplies, announced that is has become an authorized stocking distributor for AEMC® Instruments.
AEMC Instruments offers mobile professional electrical,
thermal and energy test and measurement instruments for
the industrial, commercial, and utility marketplace. Primarily
known for current probes, ground resistance testers, power
analyzers, and insulation resistance testers, the full AEMC
Instruments product line includes clamp-on meters, transformer ratiometers, harmonic power meters, data loggers,
multimeters, micro-ohmmeters, environmental testers,
oscilloscopes, cable testers, light meters, thermal imaging
cameras, and numerous other electrical test instruments.

“AEMC Instruments is extremely pleased to add TestEquity to
its distribution channel,” stated John Olobri, Director of Sales
and Marketing for AEMC. “TestEquity’s reach and reputation
in the marketplace as a provider of test instrument solutions
is a great fit with our dedication to provide high quality test
instrument solutions.”
TestEquity specializes in test equipment and production
supplies that help engineers design, build, and maintain
electronics. TestEquity helps engineers iterate designs quickly
by offering the most test and measurement solutions in the
industry. TestEquity also maintains the largest inventory of
electronics production supplies to make sure your production
lines keep running.
For more information, or to schedule a demonstration, visit
TestEquity.com.

“We’re proud to add AEMC Instruments to our selection,”
said Scott Cave, Director of Product Management at TestEquity. “Our role as a distributor is to offer the best Test and
Measurement solutions from across the industry, and AEMC’s
testing products are a powerful option for our customers.”
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Purdue Research Foundation Joins
AT&T’s Connected Climate Initiative to
Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — The Purdue Research Foundation
announced Nov. 10 a collaboration with AT&T* to explore
the potential of 5G technology to improve power management and reduce overall energy consumption in industrial
manufacturing settings.
The collaboration is part of AT&T’s Connected Climate Initiative, which brings together leading technology companies,
AT&T Business customers, universities and nonprofits with
the goal of collectively reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by a gigaton — approximately 15 percent of U.S. greenhouse
gas emissions in 2019.
The collaboration developed out of conversations with AT&T
after the company joined an industry-based technology
leadership advisory board for the Discovery Park District
at Purdue. The master-planned smart community adjacent
to Purdue University’s campus leverages a unique neutral
host platform to deliver leading-edge connectivity services
to residence and tenants, and supports real-world, at-scale
development for new technologies.
“Industry partners are critical to the success of the ‘lab to life’
innovation platform,” said Troy Hege, Vice President, Innovation and Technology for PRF. “We know the most impactful
opportunities often come at the intersection of research and
communities, and private partners can be tremendously helpful for understanding the user experience and how technology can be used to solve challenges in local communities.”
AT&T is providing funding for the new research project. PRF
is identifying an industrial manufacturing partner to explore
how 5G wireless technology can be used to implement industry 4.0 applications and use cases that could enable more
efficient and effective power management to reduce overall
power consumption and associated emissions.
Additionally, PRF is partnering with the Indiana 5G Zone on
the project.
“5G has the potential to transform the industrial manufacturing sector by connecting machinery and delivering near
real-time performance information to help uncover hidden
inefficiencies and drive down energy use and emissions,” said
Sean Hendrix, managing director of the Indiana 5G Zone.
“We’re looking forward to modeling a factory environment
in our downtown Indianapolis lab and exploring the power
of 5G and edge computing to make manufacturing more
environmentally sustainable.”

Purdue Research Foundation announced Wednesday, Nov. 10, a collaboration with AT&T to explore the potential of 5G technology to improve power
management and reduce overall energy consumption in industrial manufacturing settings. (Purdue Research Foundation photo)

“5G and eventually 6G are enabling more (higher-capacity)
and faster (lower-latency) communications,” said David Broecker, chief innovation and collaboration officer for PRF. “As
we move up the technology adoption curve, it will unlock
applications and use cases that simply were not possible
before. More and faster communications enable edge-based
super computing and real-time analytics that in turn could
enable much more efficient power use and managements
and greener technologies.”
The research with the AT&T Connected Climate Initiative
will provide opportunities for Purdue students and faculty
to work with companies on real-world problems that extend
beyond the classroom and the lab.
“At AT&T, we’ve committed to be carbon neutral across
our own global operations by 2035, but we’re not stopping
there,” said John Schulz, director of sustainability operations
at AT&T. “Since 2015, we’ve been harnessing the power
of our connectivity to help our business customers reduce
emissions at scale. With the Connected Climate Initiative,
we’re taking the next step on this journey. And working with
Purdue Research Foundation will allow us to better understand how 5G can help manufacturing companies lower their
environmental footprint.”
Visit AT&T’s website for more information about the Connected Climate Initiative and the company’s broadband-enabled climate solutions.
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Nevada Rancher Cites ‘Shroud of
Secrecy’ at Lithium Mine

By Scott Sonner | Associated Press

RENO, Nev. (AP) — A Nevada rancher suing to block construction of the largest lithium mine in the U.S. says the government’s environmental assessment of the project relies on a
baseline set by a consultant for the mining company with a
conflict of interest that trivializes potential harm to water
resources and wildlife near the Oregon line.
Bartell Ranch LLC wants a U.S. judge to order the Bureau
of Land Management to provide documents, contracts and
internal communications with all third-party consultants
the agency used to reach its conclusion that Lithium Nevada
Corp.’s mine won’t affect threatened species or significant
scientific, cultural or historic resources.
The ranch filed a lawsuit in February challenging plans for
the Thacker Pass mine it says would rob the ranch of its precious water rights.
The case has been consolidated with lawsuits subsequently
filed in U.S. District Court in Reno by conservation groups
and tribes alleging the mine would destroy critical sage
grouse habitat and damage sacred tribal lands that were the
site of a massacre in the 1860s.
The bureau hired its own independent consultant, ICF
International Inc., to prepare the scientific foundation for a
2,700-page environmental impact statement required under
the National Environmental Policy Act.

Nevada in a separate water right protest proceeding in
which he’s relying on much of the same data and work he
did for the mine’s final environmental impact statement.
“This unusual relationship between a third-party contractor
for the NEPA analysis, Piteau, and LNC suggests that Piteau
was not working for BLM on the FEIS in a neutral and independent capacity, but rather, was working directly for LNC,”
the motion states.
Piteau didn’t respond to emails and phone messages seeking
comment.
The ranch’s lawyers say they’re seeking an order to obtain
the documents because the bureau and Piteau have refused
their requests to collect data at Piteau’s test wells and monitoring locations or turn over field data. They say it’s created
a “shroud of secrecy” over the basis for the mine’s approval.
“The entirety of the water resources analysis appears to have
been entrusted to Piteau Associates, who appears to have
worked mostly, if not exclusively, at the direction of LNC,”
the motion said. It said the bureau didn’t verify Piteau’s field
work and “simply assumed it was reliable.”
Bartell’s own hydrogeologist strongly disputes the baseline
water quantity and quality, and forage conditions.

But it includes 1,300 pages of studies on groundwater pumping that established the models and baseline created by Tyler
Cluff, a hydrogeologist in Reno for Canada-based Piteau
Associates, according to the motion the ranch’s lawyers filed
last week.

“Piteau could have inputted faulty data into the models to
generate a particular baseline and model outcomes to benefit their employer LNC,” it said. “BLM’s decision to trust the
NEPA process to parties like Piteau who may have a financial
stake in the approval of the (mine) raises the specter of bad
faith.”

They say Cluff currently is serving as an expert for Lithium

The new filing seeks to add the field studies and samples to
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The Montana Mountains loom over Thacker Pass in northern Nevada on July 14, 2021. A Nevada rancher suing to block construction of the largest lithium
mine in the U.S. says the government's environmental assessment of the project relies on a baseline set by a consultant for the mining company with a
conflict of interest that trivializes potential harm to water resources and wildlife near the Oregon line. The ranch filed a lawsuit in February challenging
plans for the Thacker Pass mine it says would rob the ranch of its water rights. (Jason Bean/The Reno Gazette-Journal via AP, File)

the court’s administrative record, which currently contains
Piteau’s final reports and analysis “but excludes nearly all
drafts and communications from Piteau.”
“The environmental baseline is so insufficient that actual
baseline conditions are hidden.”

Doktor said the bureau considers the documents sought by
the ranch “internal and deliberative” material exempt from
the administrative record. Third-party contracts are exempt
because they “are not materials considered during the decision-making process.”

A Justice Department lawyer representing the agency said in
a recent email to the ranch’s lawyer that the bureau wasn’t
provided any field reports and “relied on those contractors’
baseline reports, which are included in the EIS.”
“BLM has the expectation that contractors with appropriately credentialed staff will provide accurate data and conclusions in a professional manner,” Leilani Doktor wrote in the
email attached as an exhibit to the ranch’s motion.
Lithium Nevada said a recent filing that “BLM fully analyzed
and ensured compliance with water quality standards and
appropriately adopted adaptive management.” It said earlier
that the bureau conducted a comprehensive review based on
its “experience and expertise,” public comment and “extensive data collected ... over years in coordination with state
and federal environmental agencies.”
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Air-Scrubbing Machines Gain
Momentum, But Long Way to Go
By Cathy Bussewitz | AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — On a field ringed by rolling green hills in
Iceland, fans attached to metal structures that look like an
industrial-sized Lego project are spinning. Their mission is to
scrub the atmosphere by sucking carbon dioxide from the air
and storing it safely underground.
Just a few years ago, this technology, known as “direct air
capture,” was seen by many as an unrealistic fantasy. But the
technology has evolved to where people consider it a serious
tool in fighting climate change.
The Iceland plant, called Orca, is the largest such facility in
the world, capturing about 4,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide per year. But compared to what the planet needs, the
amount is tiny. Experts say 10 billion tons of carbon dioxide
must be removed annually by mid-century.
“Effectively, in 30 years’ time, we need a worldwide enterprise that is twice as big as the oil and gas industry, and
that works in reverse,” said Julio Friedmann, senior research
scholar at the Center on Global Energy Policy at Columbia
University.
Leading scientific agencies including the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change say that even
if the world manages to stop producing harmful emissions,
that still won’t be enough to avert a climate catastrophe.
They say we need to suck massive amounts of carbon dioxide
out of the air and put it back underground — yielding what
some call “negative emissions.”
“We have already failed on climate to the extent to which
direct air capture is one of the many things we must do,”
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Friedmann said. “We have already emitted so many greenhouse gases at such an incredible volume and rate that CO2
removal at enormous scales is required, as well as reduction
of emissions.”
As dire warnings have accelerated, technology to vacuum
carbon dioxide from the air has advanced. Currently, a handful of companies operate such plants on a commercial scale,
including Climeworks, which built the Orca plant in Iceland,
and Carbon Engineering, which built a different type of direct air capture plant in British Columbia. And now that the
technology has been proven, both companies have ambitions
for major expansion.

Climeworks AG CEOs Jan Wurzbacher and Christoph Gebald appear in front of an air-scrubbing machine where fans suck air into big, black collection
boxes where the carbon dioxide accumulates on a filter at Climeworks’ Orca plant near Reykjavik, Iceland. The Iceland plant is the largest such facility in
the world, capturing about 4,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide per year. (Climeworks AG via AP)

Direct Air Capture at Work
At Climeworks’ Orca plant near Reykjavik, fans suck air into
big, black collection boxes where the carbon dioxide accumulates on a filter. Then it’s heated with geothermal energy and
is combined with water and pumped deep underground into
basalt rock formations. Within a few years, Climeworks says,
the carbon dioxide turns into stone.

taking that approach in partnership with Occidental Petroleum to build what’s expected to be the world’s largest direct
air capture facility in the Southwest’s Permian Basin — the
most productive U.S. oil field.
Direct air capture plants globally are removing about 9,000
tons of carbon dioxide from the air annually, according to
the International Energy Agency.

It takes energy to build and run Climeworks’ plants.
Throughout the life cycle of the Orca plant, including construction, 10 tons of carbon dioxide are emitted for every 100
tons of carbon dioxide removed from the air. Carbon Engineering’s plants can run on renewable energy or natural gas,
and when natural gas is used, the carbon dioxide generated
during combustion is captured.

Climeworks built its first direct air capture plant in 2017
in Hinwil, Switzerland, which captured 900 metric tons of
carbon dioxide annually that was sold to companies for use
in fizzy beverages and fertilizer. The company built another
plant, called Artic Fox, in Iceland that same year; it captured
up to 50 metric tons of carbon dioxide annually that was
injected underground.

Carbon dioxide can also be injected into geological reservoirs
such as depleted oil and gas fields. Carbon Engineering is

(Continued on pg. 24)
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“Today we are on a level that we can say it’s on an industrial
scale, but it’s not on a level where we need to be to make a
difference in stopping climate change,” said Daniel Egger,
chief commercial officer at Climeworks.

most part, they are taking carbon dioxide emissions from production facilities and injecting it underground to shake loose
more oil and gas from between rocks.

Some question the environmental benefits of using captured
CO2 to produce more fossil fuels that are eventually burned,
producing greenhouse gases. But Occidental says part of the
Big Plans, Challenges
goal is to make products such as aviation fuel with a smaller
carbon footprint — since while producing the fuel, they’re
Their plans call for scaling up to remove several million metric also removing carbon dioxide from the air and storing it
tons of carbon dioxide annually by 2030. And Eggers said
underground.
that would mean increasing capacity by a factor of 10 almost
every three years.
Capturing carbon dioxide from oil and gas operations or
industrial facilities such as steel plants or coal-burning power
It’s a lofty, and expensive, goal.
plants is technically easier and less costly than drawing it
from the air, because plant emissions have much more highly
Estimates vary, but it currently costs about $500 to $600 per
concentrated CO2.
ton to remove carbon dioxide using direct air capture, said
Colin McCormick, chief innovation officer at Carbon Direct,
Still, most companies are not capturing carbon dioxide that
which invests in carbon removal projects and advises busileaves their facilities.
nesses on buying such services.
Worldwide, industrial facilities capturing carbon dioxide
As with any new technology, costs can decrease over time.
from their operations had a combined capacity to capture 40
Within the next decade, experts say, the cost of direct air
million tons annually, triple the amount in 2010, according to
capture could fall to about $200 per ton or lower.
the International Energy Agency.
For years, companies bought carbon offsets by doing things
like investing in reforestation projects. But recent studies
have shown many offsets don’t deliver the promised environmental benefits. So McCormick said companies are looking
for more verifiable carbon removal services and are investing
in direct air capture, considered the “gold standard.”
“This is really exploding. We really didn’t see hardly any of
this until a couple of years ago,” he said, referring to companies investing in the technology. “Two years ago Microsoft,
Stripe and Shopify were really the leaders on this who first
went out and said, `We want to procure carbon dioxide removal from the atmosphere.”‘
Companies are setting targets of net zero carbon emissions
for their operations but can only reduce emissions so far.
That’s where purchasing carbon removal services such as
direct air capture comes in.
Individuals can buy atmosphere-scrubbing services too: Climeworks offers subscriptions starting at $8 a month to people
who want to offset emissions.
In the U.S., direct air capture facilities can get a tax credit of
$50 a ton, but there are efforts in Congress to increase that
to up to $180 a ton, which if passed, could stimulate development.
The Department of Energy announced Friday a goal to
reduce the cost of carbon removal and storage to $100 per
metric ton, saying it would collaborate with communities,
industry and academia to spur technological innovation.
Oil companies such as Occidental and Exxon have been practicing a different form of carbon capture for decades. For the
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But that’s less than 1 percent of the total emissions that
could be captured from industrial facilities globally, said Sean
McCoy, assistant professor in the department of chemical and
petroleum engineering at the University of Calgary.
If governments created policies to penalize carbon dioxide
emissions, that would drive more carbon removal projects
and push companies to switch to lower-carbon fuels, McCoy
said.
“Direct air capture is something you get people to pay for because they want it,” he said. “Nobody who operates a power
plant wants (carbon capture and storage). You’re going to
have to hit them with sticks.”

Associated Press reporter Jamey Keaten contributed from
Geneva.
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Dominion Seeks Virginia’s Approval for
Offshore Wind Project
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) — Plans for Dominion Energy’s
massive offshore wind farm near the Virginia coast are being
filed with the State Corporation Commission, bringing the
project one major step closer to becoming reality, the company said recently.
Dominion plans to erect 176 wind turbines in the Atlantic
Ocean about 27 miles from the shores of Virginia Beach. The
project is expected to generate enough power for about
660,000 homes.
Dominion said in a statement that the filing with Virginia’s
corporation commission keeps the project on schedule for
completion by the end of 2026. Earlier this year, the company
filed a request for federal approval through the Bureau of
Ocean Energy Management.
“Our customers expect reliable, affordable, and clean energy
and we intend to deliver,” Dominion Energy President Rob-

ert M. Blue said in a statement. “In addition to solar, storage
and nuclear, offshore wind is a key component of our strategy and a game changer for the Hampton Roads economy.”
The Virginia Clean Economy Act sets a target for Dominion
Energy to construct or purchase at least 5,200 megawatts of
energy through offshore wind by 2034 and to achieve 100
percent carbon-free energy production by 2045.
Two wind turbines stand off the Virginia Coast. They are part
of Dominion’s pilot project, which is the first for offshore
wind in federal waters.
The project reflects plans by President Joe Biden’s administration to develop enough offshore wind energy by 2030 to
power 10 million American homes for a year. An estimated
80,000 jobs are expected to be created.
(Continued on pg. 26)
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State officials have said the offshore wind farm off Virginia’s coast is expected to support about 1,100 long-term jobs,
although there will likely be about 1,500 jobs during peak
construction.
Gov. Ralph Northam recently announced that Siemens
Gamesa Renewable Energy will partner with Dominion on a
$200 million factory making turbine blades for offshore wind
projects. It’s expected to create 310 jobs.
The factory will be located at the Portsmouth Marine Terminal and will produce turbine blades for the project in Virginia
as well as other offshore wind farms around North America.
Over the next 10 years, building and operating the offshore
wind industry will be worth $109 billion to businesses in its
supply chain, according to a recent report from the Special
Initiative on Offshore Wind.
Dominion’s pilot project off Virginia’s coast is already providing useful information to the industry on anything from
safety issues to coordinating with cargo ships heading for the
Port of Virginia.
The company has also learned that the winds off the Virginia
coast will provide slightly more energy than expected.
The company had initially expected its commercial turbines
to generate electricity at full load about 41.5 percent of the
time on average, said Joshua Bennett, Dominion Energy vice
president of offshore wind. But now it’s expecting them to
generate electricity at full load about 43 percent of the time
based on the performance of the two pilot turbines.
“So, the pilot turbines are exceeding our expectations,” he
said.
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Two of the offshore wind turbines have been constructed off the coast of
Virginia Beach, Va., Monday, June 29, 2020. Plans for Dominion Energy’s
massive offshore wind farm near the Virginia coast were filed with the State
Corporation Commission on Friday, Nov. 5, 2021, bringing the project one
major step closer to becoming reality. (AP Photo/Steve Helber, File)

Let’s Clear the Air: 4 Tips to Prepare
Your Building for Cold Weather
CHICAGO, Ill. — With pumpkin patch season behind us and
colder weather setting in, people will start spending more
time indoors. Although there’s still time to enjoy a few last
nice days, most windows and doors will be shuttered come
Thanksgiving. Now’s the time to start thinking about the
potential impact of the changing seasons on our health and
wellness.
Through Breathe Easy Illinois, healthy air experts in our communities have the solutions to clear viruses, mold and other
contaminants from homes and commercial buildings. Find
your local professional at BreatheEasyIllinois.com.
Let’s Clear the Air
Pollutants are 2-5 times higher indoors than outside, according to data from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). It’s true COVID has highlighted the importance of
indoor air quality, but even in a pandemic-free world clean
air throughout all buildings is a must.
“For the past 20+ months, the HVAC industry has understandably placed its focus on installing solutions to help
eliminate airborne viruses — something our contractor
members are well-trained to do,” said Tony Adolf, Executive
Vice President of SMACNA Greater Chicago. “But in a typical
world, clean air also includes things like combating the
buildup of carbon dioxide (CO2) levels. What most people
don’t know is that higher concentrations of CO2 can cause
headaches, shortness of breath and can impact school or
work performance. More fresh air and increased ventilation
is key to creating a healthier environment, whether at home,
at school or in a place of business.”
As you seal your windows for the fall and winter seasons, follow these tips to keep the air inside your building as healthy
as possible.

•

•

•

•

Invest in a CO2 monitor. In small quantities, CO2 is harmless, but breathing in too much can compromise our
immune system and negatively impact physical well-being.
Investing in a portable air quality sensor that can measure
a room or building’s CO2 concentration in a room or building is a good place to start.
Use fans (weather permitting). Improved ventilation is
always an important prevention strategy. Strategically
and safely placed fans in windows work wonders to help
circulate air during nice weather, and overhead fans are
another good option when it’s too cold to open windows.

SMACNA Greater Chicago, in partnership with Local Union
73 and Local Union 265, launched the Breathe Easy Illinois
clean air campaign earlier this year. These trained HVAC
professionals are among the most knowledgeable in the industry on issues relating to humidity control, filtration, ventilation and more. For a more robust solution, or to contact a
healthy air expert, visit BreatheEasyIllinois.com.

Regularly check your building’s air filters. High-quality
filters are a simple, inexpensive way to improve the quality
of air you breathe but won’t do much good if you’re not
regularly replacing them. Clogged filters can make your
system work harder, but also fail to filter dust, dander and
other pollutants that can cause occupants to become sick.
Make sure all filters are sized correctly for your building’s
needs and are within their recommended service life.
Adjust temperature and humidity levels. The EPA recommends an indoor humidity level between 30-60%, depending on the outside temperature. Too low and it can cause
respiratory irritation and increased sickness. Too high and
it promotes the growth of mold and mildew. Proper humidity levels will heat your home or office more efficiently
and help you save money on utility bills.
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25 Homes in Detroit Neighborhood to
Get Solar Panels
By Chanel Stitt | Detroit Free Press

DETROIT (AP) — Detroit homeowner Karl Schachter has
always been interested in solar energy, but the cost of the expensive installation always made the switch feel out of reach.

tals of renewable energy. The company focuses on providing
affordable solar options for residential homes, while another
company will focus on the nonprofit’s commercial projects.

It didn’t seem feasible until Schachter’s neighbor Tammy
Black reached out to him about an affordable solar panel
option, which was through the grassroots organization Community Treehouse Center Detroit and the company Global
Treehouse Initiative 2, both led by Black.

A team of young people — Black calls them “my babies”
— is focused on flipping houses, community gardening and
fundraising. Kids will have the opportunity to follow a Realtor through the house flipping process from renovating the
home to staging the home to sell.

Schachter, 72, has now been using a hybrid solar power
system for two years. He provides space for his friends to live
with him. They are all on fixed incomes, so the solar energy
installation has created a positive impact, the Detroit Free
Press reports.

“Once they put (the house) back together, they’re going to
get 5 percent of whatever that house sells for,” Black said.
“They can work together as a team, and this gives them
collaboration skills.”

“It has a pretty big offset on the electric part of our utility
bill,” Schachter said. “This is judging from several bills that
we’ve been given in the past that we are saving anywhere
between $25 and $35 a month on electricity.”
The Community Treehouse Center Detroit was created to
assist residents like Schachter help the environment and have
access to solar power energy, which lowers gas and electric
bills for Detroit residents. The project is led by Black, who
was inspired by the Pete Nelson Treehouse Project that creates solar-powered community centers.
“In the community, renewable energy is not afforded by
everyone because it’s expensive,” said Black, 58, of Detroit.
“So why can’t it be in low-income areas? Why can’t it be the
middle class who wants it and who needs it? Some of my seniors, they’re making the decision of do I pay my DTE bill or
do I get my medicine? That shouldn’t be (choices) that they
have to make.”
The project’s goal is to provide 25 Detroit homes in the
Jefferson Chalmers neighborhood with solar panel installation, upkeep and education. So far, 19 homes have received
a hybrid solar panel system, which provides a connection to
solar energy and backup power.
And it’s not just about saving money for the residents. It’s
also about helping the environment.
“There are some people, like myself, who are motivated by
more long-range concern — not simply saving money on the
electric bill, but also making this world livable in terms of
how energy gets used and produced,” said Schachter who
hopes to add more solar panels to his home in the future.
Black’s solar power company, Global Treehouse Initiative 2,
aims to educate youths and the community in the fundamen-
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Jefferson Chalmers, located on Detroit’s east side, has a
country feel with a lot of open space, Black said. The houses
are spaced out. There are spaces to create gardens. These
features attracted Black to live in the neighborhood.

Over the years, she began to crave reducing the stress of her
neighbors by lowering their energy bills, creating a community and educating everyone in her path.
“When you can see people not stressed about their living,
or smiling sometimes, when you know they wouldn’t smile,”
Black said. “My living is not in vain when I see that. It makes
me feel great to know that when I leave this Earth, that I
have made an impact on somebody’s life.”

residents who have solar energy are able to produce some of
their own power.”
Michigan, as we know, produces many snowy and dreary
days. Mills said that these weather conditions can cause solar
panels to produce less power since the panels are on the top
of the roof. But even on those days, 70 percent of the power
(Continued on pg. 30)

Residents who are a part of the nonprofit’s
program have to pay $2,000, and the rest is
covered by the nonprofit. It has taken the
nonprofit $250,000 to complete this project,
with a $25,000 donation from Hammond
Climate Solutions’ Solar Moonlight Program
and a major finance and working partnership with Distributed Power. With the help
of the city’s inspectors, all of the 25 homes
should have solar power by the end of
November. There are also plans to continue
with fundraising to provide a backup battery for the participating residents.
“We’re going to start fundraising to get the
panels for the power station and the actual
housing for the components that we need
to make this happen,” Black said. “We’re
hoping that people who are really into
renewable energy would be kind enough to
donate this.”
The typical cost of a solar panel installation
is between $13,260 to $17,940, according
to Energy Sage. And it takes about 10.52
years to receive an energy payback on the
initial investment. In Michigan, about 8,000
customers are using some form of distributed generation like solar energy, according
to the Michigan Public Service Commission.
The most customers in Michigan with solar
energy installed are in Wayne, Washtenaw,
Oakland and Isabella counties, according to
that same report from 2019.
As solar energy grows, University of Michigan lecturer Sarah Mills and Michigan State
University Extension educator Brad Neumann wrote a guide titled “Planning and
Zoning for Solar Energy Systems: A Guide
for Michigan Local Governments,” which
aims to assist local government officials and
planning commissioners in making space for
solar energy options in neighborhoods and
rural areas.
“Solar energy, as a renewable energy, it’s
reducing our reliance on fossil fuels,” said
Mills, who is a senior project manager and
is a lecturer within the Graham Sustainability Institute. “At the neighborhood level,
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will come from solar in Detroit compared with a 100 percent
solar energy day in Phoenix, Mills said.
“One of the things that I’m looking forward to is solar panels
that are distributed throughout communities, throughout a
neighborhood, really, have the opportunity — if we’re able
to connect the grid right — to allow for some additional resilience,” Mills said. “If there’s a storm, and we know that there
will be increasing storms from climate change, and trees
take down some power lines, having this energy production
distributed throughout the community really provides an
opportunity for resilience.”
Black said the organization has plans to create a power station in the neighborhood, as well, bringing about 300 solar
panels to a piece of land. This solar panel farm will operate
during DTE Energy’s peak time — the time in which more
energy is used between the hours of 3:00pm to 7:00pm.
Global Treehouse Initiative 2 is planning outreach in other
communities once it has finished the installation of solar
panels in the Jefferson Chalmers neighborhood.
The Community Treehouse Center is living up to its title. The
project, birthed out of the nonprofit called the Manistique
Community Treehouse Center, is set to turn into a physical
large treehouse where community members and individuals
with disabilities can gather in an inclusive and safe space.
“The treehouse will be a place where you can come and be
yourself,” Black said. “You don’t have to worry about color
of your skin, you don’t have to worry about your physical
abilities. Everybody, when they get into this space, is equal.
And it’s a space for relaxation; it’s a space for creativity; it’s a
space for health.”
The 700-square foot building will be fully solar powered,
with wheelchair accessible features. There is a long list of
programming that currently takes place, from gardening to
assisting seniors, and it will be available at the treehouse
once it is built. Mental health professionals will also be onsite for people experiencing depression and anxiety, or for
people who might just need someone to talk to.
The solar project joins other projects in the Jefferson Chalmers neighborhood. The Neighborhood Grocery continues
its construction phase, which Black’s nonprofit is investing
$10,000 in, and the Neighborhood Resource Hub continues to
provide education to the area.
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Community Treehouse Center Detroit is fulfilling its plan to install solar
panels into 25 homes in the Jefferson Chalmers neighborhood. The organization has made it possible for Detroit residents, like Tammy Black, 58, to
receive an affordable solar energy option with a buy-in of $2000, with the
organization covering the rest. It’s called the Global Treehouse Initiative 2.
(Kimberly P. Mitchell/Detroit Free Press via AP)

Work on Power Line Continues Despite
Emphatic Vote in Maine
By David Sharp | Associated Press

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Voters overwhelmingly rejected
a $1 billion electric transmission line that is already under
construction, but that doesn’t spell the end of the polarizing
project in the woods of western Maine.
Workers reported for duty on construction of the power line
as usual the day after the vote, despite the outcome.
A lawsuit is expected soon to challenge the referendum’s
constitutionality, and parties are awaiting a supreme court
decision on 1-mile portion of state land that is part of the
project. The Maine Department of Environmental Protection
is deciding whether to revoke the project’s permit.
“While the outcome of this election is disappointing, it is
not the end of the road, and we will continue to advocate
for this historic and important clean energy project,” Central
Maine Power’s corporate parent, Avangrid, said in a statement following the announcement of the election results.
The 145-mile power line would serve as a conduit for up to
1,200 megawatts of Canadian hydropower and would be
fully funded by ratepayers in Massachusetts. Most of it would
be built along existing corridors but a new 53-mile section is
being cut through the woods to reach the Canadian border.
Supporters contend the renewable energy — enough to
power 1 million homes — will remove carbon from the
atmosphere and stabilize energy prices, benefiting the entire
region.

Supporters of Yes on Question 1 gather near a fire pit as they await election
results on Central Maine Power's proposed hydropower transmission
corridor, Tuesday, Nov. 2, 2021, in Farmington, Maine. Maine voters soundly
rejected the $1 billion transmission line. (AP Photo/Robert F. Bukaty)

tively target something that was previously legal, violate the
Maine Constitution.
“I like Avangrid’s chance of prevailing in the final analysis,”
said Delogu, who supports the project.

Critics say that the environmental benefits are overstated
and that the project would forever change the character of
the forests.
The vote came as global leaders gathered to address climate
change at a U.N. summit in the Scottish city of Glasgow,
where governments and businesses sought bold solutions to
the problem.
In Maine, voters signaled their disapproval of the project
with nearly 60 percent of voters voting to spike the project.
It was the second referendum attempt on the New England
Clean Energy Connect. The first referendum was not allowed
to appear on the ballot after it was deemed unconstitutional.
Supporters of the project plan to challenge the constitutionality of the referendum, as well.
Orlando Delogu, professor emeritus at the University of
Maine Law School, said “ex post facto” laws, which retroac-
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Johnson Controls Celebrates 50 Years of
Innovation at Commercial HVAC
Manufacturing Facility
MILWAUKEE — Johnson Controls, the global leader for
smart, healthy and sustainable buildings, celebrated the 50th
anniversary of the company’s commercial HVAC manufacturing plant in Norman, Okla. The 900,000-square-foot facility,
known as Johnson Controls Rooftop Center of Excellence,
serves as the Company’s flagship location for industry research, manufacturing and testing of commercial rooftop
units.

to facilitate the transition to electric-based heating, and the
development of OpenBlue, a suite of connected solutions
that help drive building system efficiencies.
To learn more Johnson Controls rooftop units, visit
www.johnsoncontrols.com/hvac-equipment/rooftop-units.

In 1971, the facility shipped its first HVAC system, which was
a pivotal milestone for the plant and the beginning of its
long history of HVAC manufacturing and innovation. It was
originally owned by Westinghouse from 1971-1981 and subsequently purchased by YORK in 1981, which was acquired
by Johnson Controls in 2005.
“Over the last 50 years, there has been continuous improvement at the Norman facility to modernize and expand the
plant, automate the manufacturing process, improve safety
and ensure our products are built to the highest quality standards possible for our customers,” said Vicki Davis, program
management director, West region, Johnson Controls. “These
improvements will make it possible for us to ensure all commercial rooftop units meet and exceed DOE 2023 energy efficiency requirements and will utilize the low-GWP refrigerant
R-454B by 2025 to minimize our customers’ environmental
impact and energy use.”
The most notable expansion the Norman facility underwent
was in April 2019. The facility now features nearly 400,000
square feet of incremental laboratory and manufacturing
space, which includes a two-story, 52-foot-high testing
lab roughly the size of one-and-a-half football fields. The
extensive laboratory allows Johnson Controls to conduct
onsite development, regulatory compliance, performance,
safety, and reliability testing, including the ability to test a
150-ton rooftop unit in climates ranging from -30°F to 130°F.
The 2019 expansion also included renovations to more than
150,000 square feet of office and meeting space.
Since the facility has been operated by Johnson Controls, approximately 650,000 HVAC systems have been manufactured
for the Johnson Controls, YORK®, TempMaster®, Luxaire®,
Coleman®, Champion® and Fraser-Johnston® brands. Today,
approximately 1,100 people are employed at the facility.
With a history of making buildings more sustainable for 135
years, Johnson Controls is a worldwide leader in the effort
to decarbonize buildings. This includes developing solutions
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DON’T LET YOUR BUSINESS GO UP IN FLAMES!

100% TAX DEDUCTIBLE
INSTALL OR RETROFIT FIRE
SPRINKLERS TODAY!

DEDUCT THE FULL COST OF QUALIFIED PROPERTY IMPROVEMENT!
CARES ACT
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES)
Act closed a loophole that was included in the TCJA by
making QIP 15-year property. This change made businesses
of all sizes, regardless of the amounts spent on equipment,
eligible to deduct the full cost of commercial ﬁre sprinkler
systems using bonus depreciation.
The time is now to upgrade your building's ﬁre safety with a
ﬁre sprinkler system or a sprinkler retroﬁt. Under the new
Section 179 guidelines, the one year deduction period
phases out after 2022. Any new sprinkler system or retroﬁt
completed between September 27, 2017 and December 31,
2022 will be able to be fully expensed in one year. After
2022, the allowed deduction percentage is as follows:
2021: 100%
2022: 100%

2023: 80%
2024: 60%

2025: 40%
2026: 20%

The Section 179 deduction is not phased out over time.
However, there is a phase out of the amount allowed as a
deduction based on a maximum spending amount of $2.59
million on equipment in a year. Businesses that spend over
that amount will see a dollar for dollar reduction of their
eligible deduction. So a business that spends $3.63 million
or more on equipment in a given year would not be allowed
any Section 179 Deduction.
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
Prior to the TCJA allowing Section 179 on qualiﬁed
improvement property, including sprinkler systems,
property of this type was only allowed a deduction on a
straight line basis over a period of 39 years. In other words,
a company spending $390,000 on a commercial sprinkler
system prior to the TCJA would only deduct $10,000 per
year for 39 years.

WHAT IS QIP?
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), passed in December,
2017, gave small businesses the ability to deduct the full
cost of Qualiﬁed Improvement Property (QIP) up to $1.04
million in the year of installation using Section 179.

While many believe that the intention of Congress was to
make Qualiﬁed Improvement Property 15-year property,
which would have made this property eligible for bonus
depreciation, the TCJA left the life of this property at 39
years. So, a taxpayer who did not elect to use the Section
179 Deduction or who has that deduction phased out would
have been left to depreciate the remaining balance of the
assets over a 39-year period.

QIP is deﬁned as improvements to the interior of an existing
building that is not residential property. Commercial ﬁre
sprinkler systems, including upgrades of existing systems or
retroﬁtting in existing structures, are considered QIP.

Neither of these deductions is currently available for ﬁre
sprinkler systems installed in residential high rises. The
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) continues to ﬁght
to obtain incentives for residential structures.

2027 and after: The depreciation schedule becomes
permanently set at 15 years.

For more information on how these tax incentives might impact the business of your
contractors, we would recommend that they contact their tax professionals, as
situations differ based on the facts and circumstances for each business. As a general
rule, we would not recommend that the Local provide tax advice to the contractors.

CALL OR CLICK 7087101448 • FireProtectionContractors.com

DON’T LET YOUR
BUSINESS GO UP
IN FLAMES!
The Fire Protection Contractors work on all aspects of ﬁre protection
systems. Starting with the initial design of your system to the installation we
are with you every step of the way. Almost as important as installing a ﬁre
sprinkler system is the routine maintenance. This includes inspection and
testing to ensure the system is working and, in most areas, required by law.

24 Hour Emergency Service
Inspection, Testing and
Maintenance
Fire Pump Testing
Design and Installation –
Residential, Commercial,
Industrial
Retrofit and Remodel
Fire Suppression Systems
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EMERGENCY OR ROUTINE SERVICE
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Billions to Fuel Planned Natural Gas
Plant in Pennsylvania
NANTICOKE, Pa. (AP) — A Texas-based company has announced plans to build a multibillion-dollar plant on the
site of a former coal mine in northeastern Pennsylvania to
develop fuels from natural gas, which officials say will bring
thousands of jobs to the area.

Yudichak acknowledged “a lot of land and zoning issues”
and the need for regulatory approvals as well as extension of
a federal alternative fuels tax credit. He said groundbreaking was expected in the next two years with four years of
construction to follow.

Officials announced at a recent online news conference that
Houston-based Nacero Inc. plans to invest $6 billion in the
Newport Township plant, which will use gas from the Marcellus Shale reservoir, which has produced more gas than any
other reservoir in the nation.

Tureen stressed the conversion of natural gas to gasoline is
not a refining process, The (Scranton) Times-Tribune reported.

“We are going to be making gasoline, which is our largest
commodity consumer product, from natural gas and renewable natural gas,” said Thomas Tureen, chairman of the
board.
Formed in 2015, Nacero plans nine U.S. plants using natural
gas to produce gasoline that can be used in existing vehicles.
The projects will create thousands of construction and other
jobs, and each of the plants will eventually employ about 450
people, Tureen said.
“We will be breaking ground for our first facility in Texas
early next year. So, this is not a pipe dream, it’s not far off in
the distance. We’re shovel-ready down there,” he said.
Pennsylvania is second only to Texas in the production of
natural gas.

“In refining, you take a complex molecule — crude oil — and
you break it down with heat and pressure. We go the opposite direction — we take a simple molecule, and we build
it up through a catalytic process,” he said, adding that the
pollutants released are greatly reduced in the process.
The resulting fuel will have no sulfur, better enabling
current vehicle catalytic converters to remove precursors
of ground-level ozone, which can cause health problems,
he said. The plant will also convert methane, a big factor
in global warming, into natural gas and then gasoline, he
added.
Yudichak said Nacero commissioned a study through the
University of Texas on their Texas facility, similar in scope and
investment to the Pennsylvania project, and he predicted “a
$25 billion ripple effect across our economy in northeastern
Pennsylvania.”

State Sen. John Yudichak, I-Luzerene, who hosted the news
conference, said the project would reclaim “mine-scarred
lands” with a revolutionary facility that would change the
global gasoline market and cut the carbon footprint in the
transportation sector in half.
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Building Design Meant to Comfort
People on Autism Spectrum
By Bob Shaw | St. Paul Pioneer Press
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Steve Orfield thinks a building design
tailored to autistic kids might be good for everyone.

strive to make them distinctive — a bold signature statement
of the firm.

His business, Orfield Laboratories, based in Minneapolis, designs buildings to provide a sense of calm for anyone on the
autism spectrum. Through years of consulting, he has found
that the simplified design has the same effect on anyone in
schools, clinics and offices.

“It’s branding design,” Orfield said.

“I want spaces to be perceptually quiet,” Orfield said. By
that, he means spaces that do not excite the senses, but calm
them — all of them.

That approach is backward, Orfield said.

He showcased his ideas in Woodbury, at the Fraser Clinic
for autistic children. From the parking lot to the treatment
rooms, his building smooths over potential sensory rough
spots, the Pioneer Press reported.
“This is the model we strive for,” said A.J. Paron, mother of
a 26-year-old autistic son and longtime client of Fraser. “We
can do an environment that doesn’t add to the chaos.”
Orfield Laboratories researches how consumer products
make people feel. Orfield calls it “the first multi-sensory
design and research company in the world.”
For 50 years, the company has made offices more friendly,
washing machines quieter, lighting more pleasing. The business has even analyzed the sound of motorcycle tailpipes,
trying to find which kind of rumble was most gratifying to
bikers.
Orfield then turned his sensory approach to designing spaces
for autistic children, who can be traumatized by stimuli that
seem harmless to others.
Architects, he said, don’t focus on how a building’s users will
feel.
“There is nothing about human perception in architecture
classes,” he said.
That’s because architects design buildings that excite the
senses — instead of calming them.
“They want you to be thrilled by everything you see,” Orfield
said.
This is most apparent in the exteriors, he said. Architects
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Then, he said, they design the foyer. These are usually showy,
creating a strong impression on anyone entering. Last are
the interior rooms, which get the least amount of attention.

The rooms deserve the most attention, where occupants
spend most of their time. Users of a building don’t spend
much time looking at the exterior, or lounging in the foyer.
The business owners and architects may favor a flashy design
— but their autistic clients often won’t like it.
Paron, the mother of the Fraser client and the vice president
of Florida-based Sandow Design Group, said the calming designs are beneficial for everyone, because most people feel
uncomfortable when experiencing a sensory overload.
“It’s like when you are driving and reading road signs, and
you have to turn off the radio to concentrate,” she said.
That’s why she says all people are on the autism spectrum —
from manageable micro-sensitivity to extreme sensitivity that
can terrify children.
“The difference is them learning or not. The difference is
them going to the hospital or not,” Paron said.

The White House is illuminated with blue light to call attention to World Autism Awareness Day, Thursday, April 2, 2020, in Washington. Steve Orfield’s
Orfield Laboratories in Minneapolis designs buildings with the needs of those with autism in mind, providing much-needed calm in place of abundant
stimuli. (AP Photo/Alex Brandon)

She said the exterior of the Fraser clinic is designed not to
look menacing.

“Just try reading with something strobing at you. You can’t
do it,” Paron said.

“A clinic should look like a fun place — not an institution,
not a hospital.”

Windows usually are helpful, but not if someone can see
something distressing outside, like passing cars.

Inside, children might be anxious when exposed to splashy
patterns on rugs or wallpaper. So the hallways are relatively
plain and undecorated.

Anyone at a dentist’s office, she said, squirms when they hear
cries of pain from other rooms. In the same way, outbursts
from an examination room can cause anxiety for autistic
children. That’s why Orfield separates the examination rooms
from the treatment rooms.

The clinic has no flickering fluorescent bulbs to provoke a
reaction.

The clinic uses muted tones, because certain colors traumatize clients. Paron recalled the treatment for one hyper-sensitive patient:
“We painted everything gray, and she stopped screaming all
day long.”
Smells can be difficult. Peron knows of one autistic patient
who gags at the smell of popcorn. At the clinic, deodorants
and perfumes can cause anxiety, so Orfield makes sure the air
keeps circulating.
Inside and out, the Fraser Clinic is best described by what it is
lacking — excessive sensory stimuli of any kind. Compared to
other clinics, it seems plain, almost bland.
“You can’t see the absence of things,” Orfield said. “We
don’t call it unexciting. We call it reinforcing.”
Orfield said that up to half of humanity has some degree of
cognitive or sensory impairment — and could benefit from
buildings made with their calmness in mind.
“We should never have a building anywhere that does not
accommodate half the world,” Orfield said. “We want buildings to be low-key. We don’t want to require much brain
function.”
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AUTOMATION &
AUTONOMY
REDUCES COOLING TOWER MAINTENANCE
by SCOTT BUCKLEY
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Engineers inspect the quality of work on a recently installed EVAPCO unit.

unit.

F

or decades, cooling towers have provided the most efficient
means of cooling large commercial buildings or industrial
process loops by providing the lowest operating temperatures available.
Yet, through the years, water-based cooling systems have
evolved dramatically. Terminal units, chiller plant components,
cooling towers — as well as fluid coolers — and the controls that
tie them together have all made strides in efficiency, controllability, heat transfer and water conservation. The end user, owner,
installer and maintenance personnel all benefit.
Most, if not all these advancements reduce the maintenance required by cooling towers and closed-loop fluid coolers. Technology advancements have reduced and streamlined maintenance
needs and associated costs in terms of dollars and equipment
downtime.
“Many facets of tower maintenance are still best conducted manually and with a predetermined schedule, but automation and
autonomy have found a place in cooling tower and closed-loop
fluid cooler systems,” said Kevin Hetman, who operates Chesapeake Systems’ Mr. GoodTower division. “Mr. GoodTower’s
function is to repair cooling tower systems more than to maintain them, so we’re very familiar with the fallout of ineffective
maintenance. Suffice to say, if more elements in the maintenance
process are handled automatically, the healthier the system will
be.”
The bulk of all cooling tower maintenance tasks are aimed at
controlling scale, corrosion and microbial growth within various
parts of the system. Eliminating or minimizing these concerns
reduces the time and effort required to maintain nearly all the
components of a cooling tower.
Advancements in cooling tower maintenance can be broken into
these key subcategories: routine media replacement (if applicable), checking structural integrity, system function diagnostics,
water treatment, automated controls, and in some cases, reducing wet cooling operation via hybrid tower design.
Reducing Manual Water Treatment
The level of maintenance that a specific cooling tower requires
is largely determined by the quality of makeup water available at
the site, and the manner in which system fluids are treated.
“High hardness and alkalinity are the primary water quality
concerns,” said Brandon Punt, sales manager at Jaytech Inc., one
of the nation’s largest water management solutions providers.
“Microbial growth results from exposure to the atmosphere
if water treatment isn’t handled correctly. Proper, site-specific

water treatment addresses all these factors.”
In recent years, both makeup and recirculating water treatment
has been simplified. EVAPCO, a global manufacturer of cooling
towers, fluid coolers, and dry and adiabatic coolers, has addressed the need for streamlined water treatment.
“Our three most recent water treatment developments include
solutions for both makeup water and recirculating water, all
while greatly reducing the labor and mess that can be associated
with conventional chemical treatment,” said Brett Alexander,
applications engineer at EVAPCO.
The EVAPCO Water Saver® (EWS) is a pre-treatment system
engineered to improve water efficiency for evaporative cooling
equipment. With an integrated control panel, EWS uses capacitive deionization technology to reduce dissolved ion concentration, lowering the makeup water’s conductivity prior to use in an
evaporative cooling system.
Pre-treating the raw makeup water can reduce ion concentration
by 50 percent, allowing cycles of concentration to be safely doubled, thus reducing the blowdown from the unit. This provides
water savings and reduces the amount of treatment chemicals
needed for recirculating water. The EWS system turns on automatically when the tower control system calls for makeup water.
Recirculating water treatment can be improved, too, where water quality at the site permits the use of non-chemical treatment.
For instance, systems such as Pulse-Pure® utilize pulsed electric
fields to solve all three critical water quality challenges — hardness, alkalinity and microbial growth — typical of water-cooled
systems.
With this technology, recirculating water from the evaporative
cooling system passes through a pulse-chamber, where it’s exposed to alternating high- and low-frequency electric fields. This
impacts both the surface charge of small, suspended particles
and free-floating microbial organisms found in cooling water.
With a Pulse-Pure system as the sole source of water treatment,
all the logistics and labor associated with chemical treatment are
eliminated.
When chemical treatment is required, EVAPCO’s Smart Shield®
solid chemistry treatment system provides a complete, reliable
alternative to liquid chemical systems, greatly simplifying chemical water treatment.
(Continued on pg. 40)
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Proper and regular maintenance can detect vibration, enabling personnel to correct any problems before damage can occur.
(Continued from pg. 39)

By using solid chemistry, the system eliminates the potential for
liquid spills and greatly reduces shipping, handling and storage
of chemicals. These systems simplify installation and commissioning, and minimize the floor space required in the mechanical room for water treatment.
The use of solid chemistry also reduces the risk of overfeeding
chemicals. Liquid chemicals, such as oxidizing biocides and
acids, can accelerate corrosion in the unit if overfed.
Controls
Beyond controlling water treatment systems, a modern BAS
can be integrated with the cooling plant to provide a variety of
maintenance benefits.
When multicell cooling towers are installed, the BAS can be
programmed to rotate the lead and lag role of any number of
cells. At part-load conditions, one or more of the cells in a system operate while others remain off. If the order in which these
cells come online is not rotated, there would be great disparity
between the runtime hours across the cells. Balancing operating
time between cells simplifies preventative maintenance, such as
greasing bearings, checking belt tension, insulation testing of
motors, etc.
One autonomous function of the BAS is to recirculate water
within the tower on pre-determined intervals.
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“Throughout the shoulder seasons, it’s not uncommon for
cooling towers to remain idle for days at a time,” said Alexander. “This increases the risk of microbial growth. We generally
suggest that an idle cooling tower should recirculate for about
one hour per day. This exposes the fluid within the tower to the
water treatment system being used.”
A BAS frequently incorporates other data collection and automation functions, such as water level metering, activation of
makeup water treatment components, and monitoring of water
conductivity. The blowdown of the cooling system is automated
around the conductivity setpoint. All this information can be
accessed remotely by the owner or service company to conduct
maintenance.
Because the maintenance requirements of a water-cooled system
are determined largely by water quality and treatment, using
less water will inherently mean less maintenance. That, along
with water conservation, is the reason some manufacturers have
begun offering a variety of hybrid cooling solutions.
Hybrid Designs
“If you have equipment that can provide wet and dry cooling, a
benefit is minimizing scale buildup and reducing spray pump
runtime hours,” said Matt Shank, product application manager
at EVAPCO. “And the basin can be drained over the winter,
when dry operation is sufficient to handle the cooling load.”
These hybrid systems remain in dry cooling mode until the temperature set point can no longer be met. While in dry mode, no
water is used, thus plume is eliminated, as are water consump-

ur.

tion and sewage expenses.
In this mode, process fluid enters one of two, closed-loop,
dry-cooler coils. These coils have a high density of fins for better
heat transfer than a bare tube coil. When the fan activates, air
is drawn upward through the louvers and across the coils. As
the air passes over the coil, a portion of the load is dissipated
to the atmosphere via the tube walls and fins through sensible
heat transfer. The warm process fluid then exits the first coil
and enters the second coil, where the remaining load dissipates
through sensible heat transfer.
When the temperature set point can no longer be met, the unit
switches to evaporative (wet) mode, which utilizes both evaporative and dry cooling simultaneously to significantly increase
cooling capacity. Because the unit’s dry coil dissipates some of
the load before system fluid reaches the wet coil, less water is
used than in a conventional cooling tower design.
Mitigating Vibration
Regular inspection and maintenance are still best conducted manually on a
fixed schedule, but automation has enabled systems to be at their best.

Mitigating vibration from a cooling tower’s moving parts is also
a critical maintenance function to help extend equipment life.
The sources of vibration can include natural resonance, rotating
components which are out of balance, faulty bearings, misalignment of rotating components, etc.
Rather than simply isolating the building and components from
vibration, a proper maintenance plan should seek to detect
vibration, allowing maintenance personnel to fix the underlying
issue before damage occurs. If left unchecked, vibration has the
potential to shorten component life (bearings, fans), or cause
catastrophic equipment failure. Vibration can also be transmitted through the building structure, creating a nuisance for
occupants.

During winter shutdown, mechanics inspect proper belt tensioning.

To detect vibration early, cut-out switches, which de-energize
fan motor at unacceptable vibration levels, should be installed.
Monitoring devices can be used to measure vibration levels and
report trends to the BAS. A common, effective method is to use
general-purpose accelerometers secured to fan-motor and fan
shaft bearings.
As automation and autonomy proliferates across all sectors
of the heating and cooling industry, large cooling tower and
closed-loop fluid coolers haven’t missed the trend. Because of
the advancements made to these critical pieces of equipment,
commercial and industrial cooling systems have become even
more economical to own and operate.

Scott Buckley is Senior Manager of EVAPCO, North America
Parts.
Controls for a Pulse-Pure water treatment system are installed near the
cooling tower at South Dakota State University.
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US Government Works to ‘Cocoon’ Old
Nuclear Reactors
By Nicholas K. Geranios | Associated Press

SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — Costs to clean up a massive nuclear
weapons complex in Washington state are usually expressed
in the hundreds of billions of dollars and involve decades of
work.
But one project on the Hanford Nuclear Reservation is progressing at a much lower price.
The federal government is moving forward with the “cocooning” of eight plutonium production reactors at Hanford
that will place them in a state of long-term storage to allow
radiation inside to dissipate over a period of decades, until
they can be dismantled and buried.
“It’s relatively non-expensive,” Mark French, a manager for
the U.S. Department of Energy, said of cocooning. “The cost
of trying to dismantle the reactor and demolish the reactor
core would be extremely expensive and put workers at risk.”
The federal government built nine nuclear reactors at Hanford to make plutonium for atomic bombs during World
War II and the Cold War. The site along the Columbia River
contains America’s largest quantity of radioactive waste.
The reactors are now shut down and sit like cement fortresses near the southeastern Washington city of Richland.
Six have already been cocooned for long-term storage, and
two more are headed in that direction. The ninth reactor
was turned into a museum as part of the Manhattan Project
National Historical Park.
While World War II ended in 1945 and the Cold War ended
in 1989, the United States is still paying billions of dollars per
year for the disposal of the nuclear waste produced by the
atomic weapons that played a big role in ending those conflicts. The biggest expense is dealing with a massive volume
of liquid wastes left over from the production of plutonium,
a key ingredient in nuclear weapons.

The decommissioned plutonium-producing DR reactor, left, and D reactor,
right, are shown on the Hanford Nuclear Reservation, June 13, 2017,
near Richland, Wash. The federal government is moving forward with the
cost-saving "cocooning" of eight plutonium production reactors at Hanford
that will place them in a state of long-term storage for decades to allow
radiation inside to dissipate until they can be dismantled and buried. (AP
Photo/Nicholas K. Geranios, File)

Every five years, workers enter the reactor building to make
sure there are no leaks or rodent or bird infestations, he said.
Cleanup of Hanford, which has about 11,000 employees and
is half the size of Rhode Island, started in the late 1980s, and
now costs about $2.5 billion per year. The work has been
slowed by technical issues, lack of funding, lawsuits from
state regulators, worker exposure to radiation and turnover
of contractors on the complex job.
But the handling of the old reactors is a bright spot.
The nine reactors — called B Reactor, C Reactor, D Reactor,
DR Reactor, F Reactor, H Reactor, K-East Reactor, K-West Reactor, and N Reactor — were built from 1943 through 1965.

While the liquid wastes stored in 177 underground tanks will
take decades of work and hundreds of billions of dollars to
clean, efforts to secure the nine plutonium reactors are much
closer to completion.

They were constructed next to the Columbia River because of
the abundance of hydropower and cooling water needed by
the reactors during operation.

The last two reactors, shut down in 1970 and 1971, are about
to enter the cocooning stage, when they are covered with
steel and cement to prevent radioactivity from escaping into
the environment, French said.

All have been cocooned except K-East and K-West. Work on
cocooning the K-East reactor has already started and should
be finished by 2023, French said. Work on the K-West reactor
is scheduled for completion in 2026.

The cocoons are expected to last about 75 years, by which
time the radioactivity inside will have dramatically decreased
and there presumably will be a plan for final disposition of
the remaining parts, French said.

The cocoon plan for K-East and K-West is to basically construct steel buildings around them. Each building is 158 feet
(48.2 meters) long, 151 feet (46 meters) wide and 123 feet
(37.5 meters) tall, French said. The two steel buildings will
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cost less than $10 million each.
The government also operated five plutonium production reactors at the Savannah River Site in South
Carolina during the Cold War. All of those are also
shut down, although three of the reactor buildings are
being used to store radioactive materials Two of the
reactors at Savannah River are closed but under a different procedure than the Hanford reactors, said Amy
Boyette, a spokeswoman for Savannah River.
Future generations will decide the final disposition of
the eight Hanford reactors, French said. They will likely
be dismantled and buried in the central area of the
Hanford site, away from the river.
“Robots may be deployed in the future” for that work,
French said.
Hanford watchdogs generally agree with this process,
said Tom Carpenter, director of the Seattle-based
watchdog group Hanford Challenge.
“Nobody is raising any concerns about cocooning,”
Carpenter said. “We’re all worried about the tank
waste that needs immediate and urgent attention.”
The bigger question is whether future generations will
be willing to pay the massive costs of Hanford cleanup,
he said.
Carpenter said the estimated cost to completely clean
up just the tank wastes at the Hanford site is around
$660 billion.
“It’s rather grim. It’s multigenerational,” he said.
“This will cost more than anyone thought possible,”
Carpenter said of the tank wastes and other wastes
that were dumped into the ground at Hanford. “It’s a
hidden cost of the (nuclear) buildup.”
By then, there might be bigger budget concerns such
as dealing with the effects of climate change, Carpenter said.
The most intriguing of the old reactors is the B Reactor,
the first one built during World War II. It will not be
cocooned, and can be visited by tourists at the national
historical park. B Reactor, which shut down in 1968,
was cleaned up enough to allow some 10,000 tourists
to visit each year and learn the history of Hanford. It
has been designated a National Historic Landmark.
Plutonium from Hanford’s B Reactor was used in the
testing of the world’s first atomic bomb in July 1945.
Called the Trinity Test, the bomb was blown up in the
New Mexico desert. Hanford plutonium was also used
for the bomb that was dropped over Nagasaki, Japan,
on Aug. 9, 1945.
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Advanced, Efficient Boiler System Helps
Revitalize Century-Old Home
The owner of a 107-year-old home sought an advanced hydronic heating solution for a major basement finishing project and to alleviate his existing heating woes on the first and
second floors of the residence. The installation of an innovative and highly efficient boiler from Weil-McLain® helped
make the basement remodel a success and the family’s home
comfortably warm throughout.
Michael Bartholomay-Berreth, owner of the 2,700-squarefoot, two-story Craftsman residence built in 1914 in Fargo,
N.D., had been having issues with the home’s boiler, which
provides heat and hot water, for some time. The family also
had decided to convert their unfinished basement into a
warm, livable space consisting of a living room and bedroom
with radiant heated floors.
“We live in Fargo, so obviously a house is only as good as its
heating system,” said Bartholomay-Berreth. “Heating the
basement was a major concern because it got very cold down
there in the winter — sometimes dipping below 50 degrees.
On top of that, our existing boiler was really inefficient and
was the only heat source for the first and second floor radiators.”
Bartholomay-Berreth contacted John Robinson at Esser Aire
Serv Plumbing & Heating, which performs commercial and
residential installations and services throughout the Lakes
Area in Minnesota and the Fargo-Moorhead area, to handle
the upgrade.
“Upon inspection, the heating system consisted of a very old
boiler and an old gravity system with pipes hanging below
the ceiling and 2½ inch lines connected to the boiler,” said
Robinson. “With limited space for the boiler replacement,
the homeowner sought a single boiler solution to heat the
basement’s new radiant floors and provide multi-zone capability for the main floor and second floor radiators.”
After careful review, Robinson recommended installing a
Weil-McLain brand high-efficiency ECO Tec 150 MBH gas
boiler featuring powerful, intuitive controls and built-in zone
control designed to provide targeted, abundant heat for all
levels of the home.
Breaking New Ground
As part of the basement remodeling project, the contracting
team broke up and removed all the concrete floor from the
basement. Then they dug out the ground to lower the floor
level a foot to make room for the installation of radiant floor
heat.
With the radiant heat and the new concrete flooring in-
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stalled, the team connected the radiant flooring and all the
existing cast iron hot water radiators on the upper levels of
the home to the new ECO Tec boiler. The team also installed
an indirect tank for hot water — also powered by the ECO
Tec boiler.
“The location of the boiler is in a cramped space the size of
a small closet, and Esser did such a great job installing and
feeding all of the lines in there,” said Bartholomay-Berreth.
“Thankfully this boiler is designed for easy access and installation into tight areas.”
The Weil-McLain brand 95-percent AFUE high-efficiency
ECO Tec boiler features heat-only and combi versions for all
residential space and domestic hot water heating. It features
a durable stainless steel fire tube heat exchanger with sound
dampening air silencer, corrosion-resistant condensate collector base, easy-to-use setup wizards and touch-screen display.

Boiler Installation Benefits
Bartholomay-Berreth has experienced several benefits from
the new Weil-McLain brand ECO Tec boiler installation.
“The new Weil-McLain brand system was the ideal solution
to our problems,” said Bartholomay-Berreth. “Esser Plumbing
& Heating did an unbelievable job getting the system up and
running quickly. The result was a new boiler that provides
highly-efficient heat and hot water for our entire home.”
Bartholomay-Berreth also enjoys learning more about the
user-friendly ECO Tec unit.
“I’ve been monitoring the boiler to see how the system works
and to use the cool touchscreen,” said Bartholomay-Berreth.
“I like to see which zones are receiving heat at any given
time to learn more about how it works. The unit is pretty
slick. Its intelligent boiler control is able to supply higher
temperatures to the radiators and water heater, for them to
operate as designed; and a lower temperature to the radiant
floor system, for a warm even heat.”
Most importantly, the house is a warmer and more comfortable environment.

The installation of an innovative, high-efficiency boiler from Weil-McLain
was a perfect solution for the owners of a 107-year-old, two-story Craftsman home in Fargo, N.D.

“This is a special house that has been around a long time,”
said Bartholomay-Berreth. “And our new boiler system lets us
appreciate and enjoy it that much more.”
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North Carolina AG Sues 14 Companies
Over Fire Suppressant
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Lawsuits filed by North Carolina’s
attorney general against 14 manufacturers of a fire suppressant claim the makers caused a public nuisance, created a
design defect, failed to warn their customers and fraudulently transferred corporate assets to shield their profits, a recent
news release said.
Attorney General Josh Stein filed four lawsuits which named
3M, Corteva, and DuPont, among others. In the lawsuit, Stein
is asking the court to require the manufacturers to pay for
investigations to determine the extent of the damage, clean
up the damage, replace water treatment systems and wells,
restore damaged natural resources and to monitor water
quality.
“These companies made and sold firefighting foam with
dangerous forever chemicals to our firefighters, military
servicemembers, and first responders, long after they knew

or should have known how harmful this foam was,” Stein
said in the news release. “As a result, forever chemicals have
seeped into our soil and groundwater, and put people’s
health at risk — all so these chemical companies could line
their pockets. It’s wrong.”
DuPont issued a statement saying it has never made AFFF
and called the complaints “the latest example of DuPont
being improperly named in litigation.” A 3M statement said
the company acted responsibly with products containing
PFAS and “will vigorously defend our record of environmental stewardship.
Corteva did not immediately respond to a request for comment.
The lawsuits target Aqueous Film Forming Foam, a fire suppressant used widely by firefighters, members of the military

Professor Detlef Knappe, right, leads Michael Regan, left, the head of the Environmental Protection Agency, and Gov. Roy Cooper on a tour of a laboratory that tests water samples for "forever chemicals," or PFAS, following an announcement of a Biden administration EPA plan to address PFAS pollution
Monday, Oct. 18, 2021, at N.C. State University in Raleigh, N.C. Currently, the state’s attorney general has filed suits against 14 manufacturers of a fire
suppressant containing PFAS. (Travis Long/The News & Observer via AP)
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and other first responders. The legal action points specifically
to two sites in Charlotte, a county airport and a U.S. Air Force
base.
AFFF is designed to be mixed with water and sprayed liberally, which leads to contamination of soil, groundwater and
natural resources, Stein said. In the lawsuits, the attorney
general alleges that AFFF manufacturers knew or should
have known about the toxic nature of PFAS chemicals and
how they harmed people, wildlife, and the environment, but
continued to manufacture, market, and sell their products in
North Carolina and elsewhere while concealing the risks.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency described PFAS
on its website as widely used, long lasting chemicals, components of which break down very slowly over time. Because of
their use and persistence in the environment, PFAS are found
in human and animal blood, and in low levels in a variety of
food products and in the environment, the EPA says.
At Charlotte-Douglas International Airport, tests at the Air
National Guard Base found PFAS in the groundwater at levels
thousands of times in excess of the EPA’s health advisory
level, the news release said. Also, testing at the Charlotte
Police and Fire Training Academy, found PFAS compounds at
17 different on-site groundwater wells with levels up to 1,800
times beyond EPA’s level.
“Every day, we learn more about this toxic class of chemicals,” said Tom Brewer, president of Charlotte International
Association of Fire Fighters Local 660, in the news release.
“The research and data are clear — these deadly chemicals
must be removed from the firefighters’ environment.”
Testing at Seymour-Johnson Air Force Base in eastern North
Carolina showed PFAS concentrations in the groundwater at
levels thousands of times beyond EPA’s health advisory level.
At Stanly County Airport, which also has an Air National
Guard Base, testing showed excessive PFAS in the soil, sediment, and groundwater, the news release said.
Health problems associated with PFAS include increased risks
of cancer, high blood pressure, damage to immune systems,
and harm to fetal development.
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Leo F. Dreisilker Celebrates 50 Years of
Service
GLEN ELLYN, Ill. — Dreisilker Electric Motors, Inc. (DEM), is excited to announce that its president, Leo F Dreisilker, recently
celebrated his 50th year of service.

To learn more about the business, Leo studied at the Addison
Electrical Institute in Chicago on weeknights, and also took
classes at College of DuPage.

It’s an altogether different world today from how things
were when Leo started. He Leo remembers just how different. “I started out in 1971 as a freshman in high school,”
he recalls. “But prior to that, when I was about 8 years old,
I would work four hours on a Saturday with my brothers
doing custodial work, meaning cleaning sinks, sweeping the
floor, and other items. We worked four hours on a Saturday,
earn 25 cents, and then, after work, we would go to the
White Hen, buy a Slo Poke, jawbreakers, and Milky Way bar
for five cents each, and then we would put 10 cents in the
piggy bank, which was pretty good savings at the time.”

Over the years, Leo became known as a motor expert
through experience. “One of my favorite things about
working with my father, Leo, is listening to him talk about all
types of motors,” says Lynn Dreisilker, Operations Manager
at DEM. “He has the sharpest memory and can recall when a
specific motor came in back in the day. He even remembers
what special steps we had to take to repair or service that
motor!”

Gradually, Leo gravitated toward the sales side of the business, helping sell HVAC motors over the counter. He would
also assist with the warehouse and inventory, by helping
order stock and maintain the stock. “During the ’70s, the
business grew a lot, and my responsibilities increased from
stock ordering to more service writing and quoting repair
work,” he remembers. “Sometimes it was so busy, I’d run
around with 30 repair tickets in my hand and have to handle
three phone calls all at one time. We learned a lot. The business grew, and I really enjoyed dealing with the customers
at the sales counter, as well as the people in our repair shop,
and our repair customers.”

Not very many people can say that they share the same
milestone, but he did not do it without support. One of the
most enjoyable things from Leo’s 50 years of experience has
been working with great people. “My dad [Henry Dreisilker, founder] always hired people who said they wanted to
work,” Leo says. “My dad would hire them, and it wouldn’t
matter what background or nationality they came from. By
doing so, I learned a lot about people.”
And according to Leo, 50 years in service have taught him
many things, but one thing in particular: “Providing meaningful opportunity for people and helping their families
grow and be successful is what business is all about.”
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Purdue Researchers Create ‘SelfAware’ Algorithm to Ward Off Hacking
Attempts
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — It sounds like a scene from a spy
thriller. An attacker gets through the IT defenses of a nuclear
power plant and feeds it fake, realistic data, tricking its
computer systems and personnel into thinking operations
are normal. The attacker then disrupts the function of key
plant machinery, causing it to misperform or to break down.
By the time system operators realize they’ve been duped, it’s
too late, with catastrophic results.

Assurance and Security (CERIAS). “Imagine having a bunch
of bees hovering around you. Once you move a little bit,
the whole network of bees responds, so it has that butterfly
effect. Here, if someone sticks their finger in the data, the
whole system will know that there was an intrusion, and it
will be able to correct the modified data.”

The scenario isn’t fictional; it happened in 2010, when the
Stuxnet virus was used to damage nuclear centrifuges in
Iran. And as ransomware and other cyberattacks around the
world increase, system operators worry more about these sophisticated “false data injection” strikes. In the wrong hands,
the computer models and data analytics — based on artificial
intelligence — that ensure smooth operation of today’s electric grids, manufacturing facilities and power plants could be
turned against themselves.

Abdel-Khalik will be the first to say that he is a nuclear
engineer, not a computer scientist. But today, critical infrastructure systems in energy, water and manufacturing all
use advanced computational techniques, including machine
learning, predictive analytics, and artificial intelligence.
Employees use these models to monitor readings from their

Purdue University’s Hany Abdel-Khalik has come up with a
powerful response: to make the computer models that run
these cyberphysical systems both self-aware and self-healing. Using the background noise within these systems’ data
streams, Abdel-Khalik and his students embed invisible,
ever-changing, one-time-use signals that turn passive components into active watchers. Even if an attacker is armed with
a perfect duplicate of a system’s model, any attempt to introduce falsified data will be immediately detected and rejected
by the system itself, requiring no human response.
“We call it covert cognizance,” said Abdel-Khalik, an associate professor of nuclear engineering and researcher with
Purdue’s Center for Education and Research in Information
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machinery and verify that they are within normal ranges.
From studying the efficiency of reactor systems and how they
respond to equipment failures and other disruptions, Abdel-Khalik grew familiar with the “digital twins” employed
by these facilities: duplicate simulations of data-monitoring
models that help system operators determine when true
errors arise.
But gradually he became interested in intentional, rather
than accidental, failures, particularly what could happen
when a malicious attacker has a digital twin of their own to
work with. It’s not a far-fetched situation, as the simulators
used to control nuclear reactors and other critical infrastructure can be easily acquired. There’s also the perennial risk
that someone inside a system, with access to the control
model and its digital twin, could attempt a sneak attack.
“Traditionally, your defense is as good as your knowledge of
the model,” said Yeni Li, a recent graduate from the group
whose Ph.D. research focused on the detection of such attacks using model-based methods. “If they know your model
pretty well, then your defense can be breached.”
Abdel-Khalik said, “Any type of system right now that is
based on the control looking at information and making a
decision is vulnerable to these types of attacks. If you have
access to the data, and then you change the information,
then whoever’s making the decision is going to be basing
their decision on fake data.”
To thwart this strategy, Abdel-Khalik and Arvind Sundaram, a

Equipping computer models with “covert cognizance” could protect electric
grids, manufacturing facilities and nuclear power plants from hackers, says
Hany Abdel-Khalik, a Purdue associate professor of nuclear engineering.
(Purdue University photo/Vincent Walter)

third-year graduate student in nuclear engineering, found a
way to hide signals in the unobservable “noise space” of the
system. Control models juggle thousands of different data
variables, but only a fraction of them actually are used in the
core calculations that affect the model’s outputs and predictions. By slightly altering these nonessential variables, their
algorithm produces a signal so that individual components
of a system can verify the authenticity of the data coming in
and react accordingly.
(Continued on pg. 52)
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(Continued from pg. 51)

“When you have components that are loosely coupled with
each other, the system really isn’t aware of the other components or even of itself,” Sundaram said. “It just responds
to its inputs. When you’re making it self-aware, you build
an anomaly detection model within itself. If something is
wrong, it needs to not just detect that, but also operate in a
way that doesn’t respect the malicious input that’s come in.”
For added security, these signals are generated by the random noise of the system hardware, for example, fluctuations
in temperature or power consumption. An attacker holding
a digital twin of a facility’s model could not anticipate or
re-create these perpetually shifting data signatures, and even
someone with internal access would not be able to crack the
code.
“Anytime you develop a security solution, you can trust it,
but you still have to give somebody the keys,” Abdel-Khalik
said. “If that person turns on you, then all bets are off. Here,
we’re saying that the added perturbations are based on the
noise of the system itself. So there’s no way I would know
what the noise of the system is, even as an insider. It’s being
recorded automatically and added to the signal.”
Though the papers published by the team members so far
have focused on using their paradigm in nuclear reactors, the
researchers see potential for applications across industries —
any system that uses a control loop and sensors, Sundaram
said. The same methods could be used also for objectives
beyond cybersecurity, such as self-healing anomaly detection
that could prevent costly shutdowns, and a new form of
cryptography that would enable the secure sharing of data
from critical systems with outside researchers.
Cyber Gets Physical
As nuclear engineers, Abdel-Khalik and Sundaram benefit
from the expertise and resources of CERIAS to find entry
points into the worlds of cybersecurity and computer science.
Abdel-Khalik credits Elisa Bertino, the Samuel D. Conte
Professor of Computer Science and CERIAS research director,
with the original spark that led to creating the covert cognizance algorithm, and thanks the center for exposing him to
new partnerships and opportunities.
Founded in 1998, CERIAS is one of the oldest and largest
research centers in the world concentrating on cybersecurity.
Its mission, says managing director Joel Rasmus, has always
been interdisciplinary, and today the center works with researchers from 18 departments and eight colleges at Purdue.
Abdel-Khalik’s research is a perfect example of this diverse
network.
“When most people think about cybersecurity, they only
think about computer science,” Rasmus said. “Here’s a nuclear engineering faculty member who’s doing unbelievably
great cyber and cyberphysical security work. We’ve been able
to link him with computer scientists at Purdue who under-
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stand this problem, but yet don’t understand anything about
nuclear engineering or the power grid, so they’re able to
collaborate with him.”
Abdel-Khalik and Sundaram have begun to explore the commercial possibilities of covert cognizance through a startup
company. That startup, Covert Defenses LLC, has recently
engaged with Entanglement Inc., an early-stage deep tech
company, to develop a go-to-market strategy.
In parallel, the team will be working to develop a software
toolkit that can be integrated with the cyberphysical test
beds at CERIAS and the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, where sensors and actuators coupled to software provide
a simulation of large-scale industrial systems.
“We can provide additional applications for the technologies
that he’s developing, since this is an idea that can help nearly
every cyberphysical domain, such as advanced manufacturing
or transportation,” Rasmus said. “We want to make sure that
the research that we’re doing actually helps move the world
forward, that it helps solve actual real-world problems.”
Cybersecurity is a critical topic under Purdue’s Next Moves,
the ongoing strategic initiatives that will advance the university’s competitive advantage. Purdue’s cybersecurity research
and educational initiatives are centered under CERIAS, which
includes 135 affiliated faculty members.

Re-inventing Ever Plenty of Pitfalls Await
Zuckerberg’s ‘Metaverse’ Plan
By Matt O’Brien and Barbara Ortutay | AP Technology Writers
When Mark Zuckerberg announced ambitious plans to build
the “metaverse” — a virtual reality construct intended to
supplant the Internet, merge virtual life with real life and
create endless new playgrounds for everyone — he promised
that “you’re going to able to do almost anything you can
imagine.”

cape being to switch off the machine, said Amie Stepanovich,
executive director of Silicon Flatirons at the University of
Colorado.
“We approach that differently — having somebody scream
at us than having somebody type at us,” she said. “There is a
potential for that harm to be really ramped up.”

That might not be such a great idea.
Zuckerberg, CEO of the company formerly known as Facebook, even renamed it Meta to underscore the significance
of the effort. During his late October presentation, he
effused about going to virtual concerts with your friends,
fencing with holograms of Olympic athletes and — best of
all — joining mixed-reality business meetings where some
participants are physically present while others beam in from
the metaverse as cartoony avatars.

That’s one reason Meta might not be the best institution to
lead us into the metaverse, said Philip Rosedale, founder of
the virtual escape Second Life, which was an Internet craze
15 years ago and still attracts hundreds of thousands of online inhabitants.
(Continued on pg. 54)

But it’s just as easy to imagine dystopian downsides. Suppose
the metaverse also enables a vastly larger, yet more personal version of the harassment and hate that Facebook has
been slow to deal with on today’s Internet? Or ends up with
the same big tech companies that have tried to control the
current Internet serving as gatekeepers to its virtual-reality
edition? Or evolves into a vast collection of virtual gated
communities where every visitor is constantly monitored, analyzed and barraged with advertisements? Or foregoes any
attempt to curtail user freedom, allowing scammers, human
traffickers and cybergangs to commit crimes with impunity?
Picture an online troll campaign — but one in which the barrage of nasty words you might see on social media is instead
a group of angry avatars yelling at you, with your only es-
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(Continued from pg. 53)

The danger is creating online public spaces that appeal
only to a “polarized, homogenous group of people,” said
Rosedale, describing Meta’s flagship VR product, Horizon, as
filled with “presumptively male participants” and a bullying
tone. In a safety tutorial, Meta has advised Horizon users
to treat fellow avatars kindly and offers tips for blocking,
muting or reporting those who don’t, but Rosedale said it’s
going to take more than a “schoolyard monitor” approach
to avoid a situation that rewards the loudest shouters.
“Nobody’s going to come to that party, thank goodness,” he
said. “We’re not going to move the human creative engine
into that sphere.”
A better goal, he said, would be to create systems that are
welcoming and flexible enough to allow people who don’t
know each other to get along as well as they might in a
real place like New York’s Central Park. Part of that could
rely on systems that help someone build a good reputation
and network of trusted acquaintances they can carry across
different worlds, he said. In the current web environment,
such reputation systems have had a mixed record in curbing
toxic behavior.
It’s not clear how long it will take Meta, or anyone else investing in the metaverse, to consider such issues. So far, tech
giants from Microsoft and Apple to video game makers are
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still largely focused on debating the metaverse’s plumbing.
To make the metaverse work, some developers say they are
going to have to form a set of industry standards similar
to those that coalesced around HTML, the open “markup
language” that’s been used to structure websites since the
1990s.
“You don’t think about that when you go to a website. You
just click on the link,” said Richard Kerris, who leads the
Omniverse platform for graphics chipmaker Nvidia. “We’re
going to get to the same point in the metaverse where going
from one world to another world and experiencing things,
you won’t have to think about, `Do I have the right setup?”‘
Nvidia’s vision for an open standard involves a structure for
3D worlds built by movie-making studio Pixar, which is also
used by Apple. Among the basic questions being resolved are
how physics will work in the metaverse — will virtual gravity
cause someone’s glass to smash into pieces if they drop it?
Will those rules change as you move from place to place?
Bigger disagreements will center on questions of privacy and
identity, said Timoni West, vice president of augmented and
virtual reality at Unity Technologies, which builds an engine
for video game worlds.
“Being able to share some things but not share other things”
is important when you’re showing off art in a virtual home
but don’t want to share the details of your calendar, she said.
“There’s a whole set of permission layers for digital spaces
that the Internet could avoid but you really need to have to
make this whole thing work.”
Some metaverse enthusiasts who’ve been working on the
concept for years welcome the spotlight that could attract
curious newcomers, but they also want to make sure Meta
doesn’t ruin their vision for how this new Internet gets built.
“The open metaverse is created and owned by all of us,” said
Ryan Gill, founder and CEO of metaverse-focused startup
Crucible. “The metaverse that Mark Zuckerberg and his company want is created by everybody but owned by them.”
Gill said Meta’s big splash is a reaction to ideas circulating in
grassroots developer communities centered around “de-

A Facebook employee takes a photo in front of the new Meta Platforms Inc. sign outside the company headquarters in Menlo Park, Calif., Thursday, Oct.
28, 2021. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg promises that the virtual-reality “metaverse” he’s planning to build will “let you do almost anything.” That
might not be such a great idea. (AP Photo/Tony Avelar, File)

centralized” technologies like blockchain and non-fungible
tokens, or NFTs, that can help people establish and protect
their online identity and credentials.

metaverse apps as important work tools, there’s a potential
for even more invasive workplace monitoring and exhaustion.

Central to this tech movement, nicknamed Web 3, for a third
wave of Internet innovation, is that what people create in
these online communities belongs to them, a shift away from
the Big Tech model of “accumulating energy and attention
and optimizing it for buying behavior,” Gill said.

Activists are calling for the U.S. to pass a national digital
privacy act that would apply not just to today’s platforms like
Facebook but also those that might exist in the metaverse.
Outside of a few such laws in states such as California and
Illinois, though, actual online privacy laws remain rare in the
U.S.

Evan Greer, an activist with Fight for the Future, said it’s easy
to see Facebook’s Meta announcement as a cynical attempt
to distance itself from all the scandals the company is facing.
But she says Meta’s push is actually even scarier.
“This is Mark Zuckerberg revealing his end game, which is
not just to dominate the Internet of today but to control and
define the Internet that we leave to our children and our
children’s children,” she said.
The company recently abandoned its use of facial recognition on its Facebook app, but metaverse gadgetry relies
on new forms of tracking people’s gaits, body movements
and expressions to animate their avatars with real-world
emotions. And with both Facebook and Microsoft pitching
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New Products

Danfoss Introduces the New VACON®
1000 Medium Voltage Drive
Danfoss Drives, a leader in AC drive technology, has expanded its medium voltage drives product portfolio with the
new VACON 1000 medium voltage drive. Based on Danfoss’
unsurpassed experience in advanced AC drive technologies,
the VACON 1000 air-cooled MV drive is the preferred choice
for industrial medium voltage general purpose applications,
especially for variable torque loads such as pumps and fans.

Built for reliability, the VACON 1000 features a high MTBF
that enables up to 200,000 hours of non-stop operation,
detailed fault monitoring for reduced downtime and a
redundant cooling fan option that reduces downtime due to
potential fan failures.

Available in voltages from 2.4 kV up to 11 kV, the VACON
1000 offers the smallest footprint in the medium voltage
drive industry below 215 A for an air-cooled MV drive. Its
stand-alone design allows for simple and safe installation
and fast commissioning, while its modular design ensures
easy spare parts management and maintenance. The wellequipped basic configuration can be extended with a wide
range of options.

•

Power range:

•
•
•

2400-3000 VAC: 150-3530 kVA
3300-4160 VAC: 210-4900 kVA
6000-6900 VAC: 375-8130 kVA

Providing optimal
solutions and strategic
planning for:

Other features and benefits of the VACON 1000 include:

•
•
•
•

Fast commissioning and start-up, thanks to 100 percent
burn-in testing prior to shipping
Easy selections for a wide variety of configurations
Front access only that allows for easy installation, service
and maintenance
Designs with distinct input and output voltage levels, reducing the need for extra power transformers
Designed according to applicable IEC and UL standards,
the VACON 1000 also complies with international medium
voltage drive safety requirements and can be offered with
cUL certification.

“Energy efficiency is a key lever as the world searches for
ways to reduce energy consumption in a fast and intelligent
way,” said Dan Isaksson, head of medium voltage drives at
Danfoss Drives. “Studies show that we could reduce energy
consumption up to 8 percent by installing variable speed
drives in all suitable pump, fan and compressor applications.
The new VACON 1000 air-cooled medium voltage variable
speed drive is ideally suited for these applications and complements the VACON 3000 liquid-cooled medium voltage
drive as well as Danfoss’ vast offering of low voltage drives,
allowing users of variable speed drives the ability to choose
the optimal solution for their variable speed drive needs
from Danfoss.”

All corrosion, paint, coating and
material selection processes
Owner-centric project management
and oversight

Call to ﬁnd out more.
847.423.2167
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www.chicagocorrosiongroup.com

Danfoss’s VACON 1000 is a configurable and reliable addition to the company’s modular and versatile medium voltage drives

DuPont™ Tedlar® Introduces New
Transparent Protective Film
WILMINGTON, Del. — DuPont recently announced its new
Tedlar TAP15BM3 transparent protective film. The new film
provides decades of durable protection, ideal for architectural exteriors and graphic signage applications.
“Tedlar film is known for its durability in real-world applications, ranging from building murals to traffic box wraps,
to metal roofing, building facades, outdoor billboards, etc.”
Matt Urfali, Global DuPont™ Tedlar Sales & Marketing Director said. “We are excited to offer this newest transparent film
that has an even longer protective life, without sacrificing
any durability or design flexibility.”
Tedlar transparent film is a high-performance protective material ideal for applications such as architectural fabric structures, metal roofing, building facades and graphic signage.
Tedlar transparent film can preserve the life and aesthetics
of designs amidst tough environmental challenges, including
exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light, moisture, rain and certain
chemicals. The film has outstanding exterior performance
and enables limitless design possibilities.

Highly Durable Tedlar TAP15BM3 film is designed to preserve the aesthetics
and lengthen the life of exterior architectural elements, as well as outdoor
graphic signage, and more.

In addition to Tedlar TAP15BM3, DuPont showcased many
other examples of Tedlar PVF film laminated to metal from
around the world at METALCON in October, where it demonstrated its proven track record of withstanding the elements.
Case studies of this application and others in the building and
construction arena can be found on http://www.tedlar.com/
building.
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Sapphire Lenses, Windows & Domes
Protect Drone Optics in Harsh
Environments
Custom fabricated sapphire lenses, windows and domes for
protecting all types of vision systems and sensors on drones
that are exposed to harsh environments are available from
Meller Optics, Inc. of Providence, R.I.
Meller Sapphire Optics feature Mohs 9 hardness, which is
second only to diamond, and are impervious to fast-moving
dirt, sand, most chemicals and high temperatures. Ideally
suited for protecting different vision systems and sensors on
drones used in harsh environments, these sapphire optics can
be custom fabricated as lenses with focal lengths from 3/4" to
1,000 mm or greater, and as windows and domes in a variety
of sizes.
Available in sizes from 1/4" to 10" dia. and 1/2 mm to 1"
thick, Meller Sapphire Optics can include A/R coatings. Providing flatness held to 0.5 fringes of HeNe, parallelism from 20
to 2 arc/secs., they have surface finishes from 60-40 to 40-20
scratch-dig. Sapphire can withstand heat up to 1,000°C and
pressures to 10,000 psi, depending upon configuration.
Meller Sapphire Optics are priced according to configuration,
size, and quantity. Literature and price quotations are available upon request.
For more information contact Meller Optics, Inc., Dale DeJoy,
Marketing, 120 Corliss St./P.O. Box 6001, Providence, RI 02940,
call (800) 821-0180, FAX (401) 331-0519, email
dale@melleroptics.com, or visit www.melleroptics.com.
Meller Optics’ custom-fabricated sapphire lenses, windows and domes are
designed to protect sensors and vision systems on drones from fast-moving
dirt, sand, chemicals and high temperatures.
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Ready for Battle: Brass Knuckle® Red
Warrior SmartFlex Gloves
CLEVELAND — When you’re heading into the battle of
another workday, you don’t want to lose your grip on your
implements. Brass Knuckle® Red Warrior SmartFlex (BK504)
gloves provide excellent, spongelike slip resistance with a
proprietary polyurethane foam coating process. Plus, they’re
20 percent thinner than comparable 15-gauge coated gloves,
yet thick on comfort and flexibility.
Red Warrior gets its eye-catching red color from a seamless
nylon knit material for maximum flex and tactile sensitivity,
with an uncoated back and wrist that helps improve ventilation. The seamless and stretchable full knit wrist provides
a snug fit and prevents dirt, debris, and cold from getting
inside the glove.
The softer feeling, high-quality polyurethane coating covers
full fingers and palm in black, in contrast to the red knit, creating a just plain cool-looking glove that encourages compliance. It’s PPE that workers will want to wear.

Brass Knuckle SmartFlex gloves’ excellent grip, comfort and cool look add
up to armor workers want to wear.

These gloves deliver excellent grip without being sticky and
even perform against oils, fats and greases, making them an
ideal choice for both dry and light-oil applications. Polyurethane coatings improve tactile sensitivity relative to other
coatings, improve slip resistance, particularly in wet applications, and are more breathable than flat glove coatings.
Red Warrior offers best-in-class protection balanced against
tremendous value for light-duty protection, all-day comfort,
and maximum flex.
To learn more, visit
https://www.brassknuckleprotection.com/products/BK504.
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Transtector Launches NEW SP50RS
Series AC Surge Protectors
IRVINE, Calif. — Transtector Systems, an Infinite Electronics
brand and an industry-leading provider of end-to-end power
and signal integrity solutions, recently released new AC
surge protectors that are in stock and available for same-day
shipping.
Transtector’s new SP50RS Series AC surge protectors offer
UL1449 Type 1 and Type 2 SPDs and are ideal for telecom
base stations, industrial automation, emergency dispatch and
hospital applications, providing reliability and value with
versatile functionality in compact designs.
Transtector’s SP50RS Series of outdoor AC surge protectors
provide high surge protection capacity rated for main AC
panel protection, in a compact form factor with both local
and remote status indicators.
“I’m very excited about the enhancements that these upgrades bring,” said Dan Rebeck, product line manager. “It’s
the same robust, economical, Type 1 and Type 2 protection
but in a smaller form factor and with a remote status indicator to monitor protection in real time.”

Transtector’s new SP50RS AC surge protectors are ideal for telecom base
stations, emergency dispatch and hospital applications, and much more.

Features:

•
•
•
•
•
•

UL1449 edition listed as both a Type 1 and Type 2 SPD
High capacity 50kA MOV technology protection
Local suppression status LED
Remote suppression status indicator
Conduit hub mount or bracket mount (bracket sold as
accessory)
NEMA 4X outdoor weatherized

For more details about the new surge protectors, visit
transtector.com.

POWER SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS
•

Altorfer is the only authorized Caterpillar Dealer in the greater
Chicagoland area.

•

Altorfer has the largest number of Emergency Power Generation
Technicians serving Southeastern Iowa, Northwestern Missouri, Northern
Illinois and Northwestern Indiana.

•

Altorfer dispatches technicians from 5 locations - 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 365 days a year.

•

Altorfer Technicians are factory-trained and qualified to service all major
brands of equipment.

•

Altorfer offers custom preventative maintenance agreements for Engines,
Generators, ATS, Switchgear, UPS, and Battery systems including Resistive
and Reactive Load Bank Testing.

•

Altorfer Power Rental has a fleet of more than 125 generators and is part of
the largest rental network in the country.

SAME DAY EMERGENCY SERVICE CALL 877-891-4181
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Take Winter’s Chill Off Floors With
Emerson WarmTiles™
Floor heating is not a new idea. In fact, it dates back as far
as 5000 B.C. to China and Korea. Frank Lloyd Wright, one
of America’s greatest architects, helped make floor heating
more widespread as a construction practice when he incorporated it in several of the homes he designed. Even in warmer
climates, tile, stone, marble and laminate floors can feel
uncomfortably cold. Emerson WarmTiles™ floor warming
products remove the chill with a gentle, continuous warmth.
WarmTiles electric floor warming cables and prefabricated
warming mats have been keeping floors comfortable for
over 40 years. These low-profile systems are easily installed
over plywood, concrete or cement backerboard sub-flooring,
plus can be embedded in thinset or self-leveling underlayment, making the systems a luxurious addition for both new
construction and DIY remodeling projects.
Wherever they are installed, WarmTiles provide unlimited
design configurations for even the most unusually shaped
rooms so there are no cold spots. Once installed, the Warm-

Simple-to-intall Emerson WarmTiles™ are an efficient and low-profile
means of keeping floors comfortable.

Tiles system requires virtually no maintenance. It is safely
tucked out of the way and won’t get too hot to the touch.
Best of all, this comfort costs less than a penny per square
foot a day. WarmTiles operate up to 30 percent more efficiently than forced-air heating, depending on how well insulated a house is. And there’s no comparison when it comes to
comfort.
The first signs of Fall should serve as a reminder that time is
running out to prepare for the plummeting temperatures
that lie ahead. To learn more, visit
www.emerson.com/en-us/commercial-residential/easyheat.

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com
Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc
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THE 2022 AHR EXPO
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Jan. 31-Feb. 2
The AHR Expo provides a unique forum where manufacturers
of all sizes and specialties come together to share ideas and
showcase the future of HVACR technology. Since 1930, the
AHR Expo has remained the industry’s best place for OEMs,
engineers, contractors, technicians, facility operators, architects, educators and other industry professionals to explore
the latest trends and applications and to cultivate mutually
beneficial business relationships. The event is co-sponsored
by ASHRAE and AHRI, endorsed by many industry leading organizations, and is held concurrently with ASHRAE’s Winter
Conference.
AHR offers a wide array of opportunities to expand your
knowledge and understanding of the constantly evolving
field of HVACR technology. Through dozens of available AHR
Industry Sessions, ASHRAE Free Sessions and continuing education units, you’ll be able to take your industry knowledge
to the next level.
Here are just a few of the dozens of AHR Industry Sessions on
offer:
BACnet/SC and Its Role in Cybersecurity
Monday, Jan. 31, 9:00-10:00am
This session will provide a high-level explanation of what
BACnet/SC does and outline new knowledge and skills system specifiers, integrators and operators will need to use it
effectively. The session will also review the NIST cybersecurity
framework to show where BACnet/SC fits in. Attendees will
leave the session better prepared to design, deploy and operate more secure building controls and automation systems
incorporating BACnet/SC.
High Velocity Low Speed (HVLS) Fans: Updates on COVID
Guidance and Federal Energy Regulation
Monday, Jan. 31, 3:30-4:30pm
This session will describe recently completed AMCA research
on the role HVLS fans can have in reducing potential COVID
exposure in warehouses and other large spaces with sparse
occupancy. As warehouses are a key component in national supply chains, this is timely guidance on how to operate
HVLS fans in a COVID-concerned environment. Also, the U.S.
Department of Energy's energy efficiency regulation for
large diameter ceiling fans recently changed the compliance
metric from average cfm/W to Ceiling Fan Energy Index
(CFEI). This session will describe the new metric and how to
ensure specified products comply with the regulation. A live
Q&A will be held at the end of the session. This session is
eligible for 1 PDH credit.
Field Modifications of Fire, Smoke, and Combination Fire/
Smoke Dampers
Tuesday, Feb. 1, 10:30-11:30am
So that they can be installed properly, life-safety dampers
sometimes require modification in the field. In some cases,
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field modifications are covered in the installation instructions supplied by the damper manufacturer. This session will
discuss field modifications typically covered in manufacturer
installation instructions and options available when modifications fall outside of those instructions. A live Q&A will be
held at the end of the session. This session is eligible for PDH
credit.
AI and Predictive Maintenance in Intelligent Buildings
Tuesday, Feb. 1, 12:30-1:00pm
The purpose of this seminar is to examine various aspects
of predictive maintenance and artificial intelligence in the
intelligent building industry. The research will also develop
recommendations for stake holders on how they can best
position themselves in this evolving intelligent building
landscape.
In addition to the AHR Industry Sessions and new product
presentations, ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI) will offer a
full slate of instructor-led seminars and short-courses during
the 2022 ASHRAE Winter Conference and AHR Expo from
Saturday, Jan. 29 to Tuesday, Feb. 1. Choose from 6-hour,
3-hour, and 2-hour courses on topics related to the latest
technology and trends affecting the HVAC&R industry.
Professional Development Hours and Continuing Education
credits are available. All courses are approved for continuing
education credits toward maintaining P.E. licensure. Note:
ALI courses require additional registration and are not included in the 2022 ASHRAE Winter Conference or AHR Expo
registrations.
Here is just a tiny sampling of courses that will be offered:
Commercial Building Energy Audits (code 60)
Saturday, Jan. 29, 8:00am-3:00pm
Caesars Palace
This seminar provides guidance on how to perform commercial building energy audits. Best practices and other information relevant for building owners, managers, and government entities are covered. The seminar includes a summary
of materials essential for performing ASHRAE Level 1, 2, and
3 audits, time-saving tips for every auditor, how to hire an
auditor, what to ask for in a comprehensive audit report, and
how to build a successful energy efficiency retrofit team.
Instructor: Jim Kelsey, Member ASHRAE, BEAP, LEED® AP
Best Practices for Installing DDC Systems (code 69)
Monday, Jan. 31, 8:30-11:30am, Las Vegas Convention Center
This course covers best installation practices of DDC systems. A facility’s direct digital controls (DDCs) form a living,
breathing system that an owner will use throughout the
life of the building. If standardized and quality installations
are promoted, the short- and long-term success of control
systems will be greatly improved. Best Practices for Installing
DDC Control Systems will provide tools to ensure uniformity
for consultants, contractors, and code officials and will specifically benefit consulting engineers, DDC design integration

REGISTER FOR THE NEXT EVENT AT CHIEFENGINEER.ORG

engineers, commissioning authorities, and contractors who
install DDC systems.
Instructor: Larry Fisher, P.E., Life Member ASHRAE
Changing Environments and Loads for Data Centers (High
Density, Liquid Cooling, Edge Computing) (code 78)
Tuesday, Feb. 1, 1:00-4:00pm, Las Vegas Convention Center
This course describes the data center design considerations
to meet current IT equipment changes. Results without
data center design changes include stranded IT capacity and
reduced IT performance. The trend is a rise in liquid cooled
computers and their use cases. There is an increasing need
for data center planning to include future liquid cooling.
The course explores the challenges of designing, deploying,
and maintaining small data centers that are surrounded by
semi-controlled, or even uncontrolled, external environments. Rapid growth of these edge computing data centers
is being driven by new classes of digital growth that require
local processing, i.e., where the dataset is too large and/or
the application is too latency sensitive to be transmitted back
to a centralized cloud server.
Instructors: Don Beaty, P.E., Fellow ASHRAE; and Roger
Schmidt, Ph.D., P.E., Member ASHRAE
For more information or to register, visit www.ahrexpo.com.
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE Global Headquarters Reaches
‘Fully’ Net-Zero-Energy Milestone
ATLANTA — ASHRAE’s new global headquarters will operate
at net-zero-energy (NZE) performance following the recent
installation of a large photovoltaic (PV) system.

is a great of example of how to reduce grid-energy consumption and greenhouse emissions in an older, existing building
to create a sustainable and innovative environment.”

“Completing the installation of our PV system marks a
tangible milestone for ASHRAE that will demonstrate to
others how to successfully move on the path to NZE status,” said 2021-22 ASHRAE President Mick Schwedler, P.E.,
Fellow ASHRAE, LEED AP. “This project is special because
it’s a testament to ASHRAE’s leadership and commitment to
sustainability, and showcases innovative built-environment
technology. We are extremely proud of this important accomplishment.”

Completed through Creative Solar USA, the 332kW project
was a combination of three sub-arrays:

In January 2020, ASHRAE began a $20 million renovation
project on its new global headquarters building, located in
the popular tech-based corridor at 180 Technology Parkway,
Peachtree Corners, Ga. Built in 1978, the existing 66,770 ft2
building on 11 acres of land became a demonstration project
intended to prove the economic viability of a NZE operation.

“The goal of the project was to pursue a design that minimized the environmental footprint on the site while trying
to optimize the use of the building’s roof and adjacent
areas that did not involve land disturbance or removal of
established trees,” said Chris McMahan, commercial project
manager.

“An important part of getting to NZE is the low energy
consumption of the building (low EUI of 21 kBTU/sf/year) —
while maintaining excellent ventilation and IAQ,” said Ginger Scoggins, P.E. Fellow ASHRAE, CEM, CxA, ASHRAE treasurer and former chair of the ASHRAE Headquarters Building
Ad Hoc Committee. “The installation of the PV panel system

The total system size had to be constrained within the maximum cap set by the local electric utility provider for customers wishing to interconnect through the monthly netting
program.

ASHRAE’s recently installed photovoltaic (PV) system.
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•
•
•

187kW ballasted rooftop
65kW ground mount on a south facing hill adjacent to the
building (allowing narrower spacing between rows and
thus higher energy density)
81kW ground mount situated in an unused section of their
parking lot

PV systems such as the ASHRAE’s offer approximately 25

years of performance. The addition of power optimizers,
which are small devices that sit behind the panels and are
paired to the SolarEdge inverters, mitigate the effect of partial shading, increase safety, and allow ASHRAE to monitor
performance down to each individual solar panel.

GET THE WORD OUT.

“When you consider the total system cost and the very little
maintenance associated with it, the levelized cost of energy
ends up being around four times lower than the retail rate
from the utility,” said Cesar Prieto, business development
director, Creative Solar USA. “This type of investment is not
only good for the environment, but the permanent reduction
in the electricity bill is also very good for the bottom line.”

Would you like to have your services or
products featured in a video and general
meeting webinar?

Buildings classified as NZE consume less energy over the
course of a year than is generated onsite through renewable
energy resources.

Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.

www.chiefengineer.org

9341 Adam Don Parkway
Woodridge, IL 60517
Phone: 630-887-7700

9200 S. Calumet Ave., Unit N501
Munster, IN 46321
Phone: 219-392-3000

24/7 Emergency: 800.794.5033
amsmechanicalsystems.com
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American Street Guide

Former Michigan Theater to Become
Black-Owned Movie Studio

By Alyssa Burr | MLive.com

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Construction is underway for what
owners say is the first Black-owned television and movie
studio in Michigan.
Standup comedian and director turned entrepreneur, Amaru,
who only goes by one name, said it was a combination of
events with the death of George Floyd and the COVID-19
pandemic that inspired him to open Greenwood District Studios, MLive.com reports.
“How can I bring back my job and others some jobs?” Amaru
said. “Hope was the number one thing that came up and
doing away with the despair that’s happening around, especially with our youth.”
Racial equity and community demand, self-motivation and
support spurred an increase of many Black-owned businesses
over the course of the pandemic, according to Millie Chu, a
business consultant of DEI programs for the Michigan Small
Business Center.

work for it, it’ll happen no matter what,” Nathan said.
Once reconstruction is complete, the building will feature six
studios, a state-of-the-art editing bay and office space.
A Kalamazoo native, Amaru, 47, has been in the entertainment industry for 25 years. He said his first time getting a
taste of the Hollywood experience was working as an aspiring writer in Los Angeles for rapper and actor Master P.
He said he was able to make plenty of great connections
while out on the West Coast, but he was also met with many
broken promises.
“As you’re in the business, you begin to get tired of waiting,” Amaru said. “Waiting for people to follow through is
not what I like to do.”
Although the production space is still being constructed, it’s
the studio’s Funny is Funny comedy club that will give local

“Some were laid off and pursued entrepreneurship out of
necessity and some chose to quit their jobs to pursue their
dreams,” Chu said. “In all, the pandemic has caused us to
take another look at options or what truly matters. Often
that option or dream is owning a business.”
Located in the old Lansing Mall Cinema, the lot sat vacant
since the cinema’s closing in 2014. As a professional entertainer, Amaru knew the 27,000-square-foot lot would
perfectly house what’s needed for the film and audio production process, from pre-production to post-production and
everything in between.
“We lucked up and got one building to do everything we
want to do,” Amaru said.
While the project has been making steady progress, reutilizing abandoned buildings doesn’t come without challenges.
Entering inside what was once the cinema’s theaters are now
tattered and cut screens, along with shattered glass and broken bottles in the second story of the building.
The studio’s small staff and a handful of volunteers have
been working, mostly by hand, to remove the debris from
the building and restore it with new screens, stages and technical equipment.

Illinois
1020 Nerge Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: (847) 923-5600
Fax: (847) 923-8772

Wisconsin
P.O. Box 420
Milwaukee, WI 53201
Phone: (414) 257-2221
Fax: (414) 257-4140

Michael Nathan is a producer and director who is part of the
team working to turn Greenwood District Studios a reality.
“Good things take time and if you’re willing to sacrifice and
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According to producer Mike Nate, the previous owners were upset about having to leave and left the property with damages, including slicing the screen
theaters and broken windows. Nate said a team of around 10 people and occasional volunteers are helping to remodel the movie studio from the ground
up in Lansing, Mich. (Nicole Hester/The Grand Rapids Press via AP)

talent a shot at the spotlight in a way that he wasn’t given
before.
The comedy club had its grand opening in September. It
has open mic nights on Tuesdays, with professional standup
comedians performing on the weekends.
“It may not be about me; it may be about somebody that
comes along that I give him an opportunity to blow up,”
Amaru said. “It might be somebody that has yet to come that
might be that spark.”
Similar to what Black entertainers have done, such as Tyler
Perry with his Atlanta production studio, Amaru wants to
“buy the block” for Black creatives to be able to explore
their craft within their own community.
“To be able to greenlight and say yes to projects and tell our
stories when we want to tell our stories without having to
wait for someone ... we can change the narrative,” Amaru
said.
Although he is reaching out to Black entertainers, he has
made it clear that Black-owned doesn’t mean Black only. He

said the studio’s TikTok account, which has more than 96,000
followers, has garnered much-welcomed international support for the business.
The studio may also be helpful in spreading awareness about
Black culture to other communities.
The studio is named after the Greenwood District, or “Black
Wall Street,” in Tulsa, Okla. The district was home to an
abundance of Black-owned businesses, but was burned down
by a mob of angry white residents in 1921 in what’s now
known as the Tulsa Race Massacre.
Amaru plans to have images of the Greenwood District displayed throughout the studios and each one of the studios
will be named after something that was destroyed in the
massacre.
“We wanted to combine the old with the new so that the
old would never be forgotten,” Amaru said.
Construction is expected to be fully complete by the end of
next year.
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Boiler Room Annex

Christmas in an Engineer’s Mind
Source: www.grahamnasby.com/

There are approximately two billion children (persons under
18) in the world. However, since Santa does not visit children of Muslim, Hindu, Jewish or Buddhist (except maybe
in Japan) religions, this reduces the workload for Christmas
night to 15 percent of the total, or 378 million, according
to the population reference bureau. At an average (census)
rate of 3.5 children per household, that comes to 108 million
homes, presuming there is at least one good child in each.
Santa has about 31 hours of Christmas to work with, thanks
to the different time zones and the rotation of the earth,
assuming east to west (which seems logical). This works out
to 967.7 visits per second. This is to say that for each Christian
household with a good child, Santa has around 1/1000th of a
second to park the sleigh, hop out, jump down the chimney,
fill the stocking, distribute the remaining presents under
the tree, eat snacks, get back up the chimney, jump into the
sleigh and get on to the next house.
Assuming that each of these 108 million stops is evenly distributed around the earth —which, of course, we know to be
false, but will accept for the purposes of our calculations —
we are now talking about 0.78 miles per household; a total
trip of 75.5 million miles, not counting bathroom stops or
breaks. This means Santa’s sleigh is moving at 650 miles per
second — 3,000 times the speed of sound. For purposes of
comparison, the fastest man-made vehicle, the Ulysses space
probe, moves at a poky 27.4 miles per second, and a conventional reindeer can run, at best, 15 miles per hour.
The payload of the sleigh adds another interesting element.
Assuming that each child gets nothing more than a medium-sized LEGO set (two pounds), the sleigh is carrying more
than 500,000 tons, not counting Santa himself. Even granting that the “flying” reindeer can pull 10 times the normal
amount, the job can’t be done with eight or even nine of
them — Santa would need 360,000 of them. This increases
the payload, not counting the weight of the sleigh, another
54,000 tons, or roughly seven times the weight of the Queen
Elizabeth. (The ship, not the monarch.)
A mass of 600,000 tons traveling at 650 miles per second
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creates enormous air resistance, the same fashion as a spacecraft re-entering the Earth’s atmosphere. The lead pair of
reindeer would absorb 14.3 quintillion joules of energy per
second each. In short, they would burst into flames almost
instantaneously, exposing the reindeer behind them and
creating deafening sonic booms in their wake. The entire
reindeer team would be vaporized within 4.26 thousandths
of a second, or right about the time Santa reached the fifth
house on his trip.
Not that it matters, however, since Santa, as a result of
accelerating from a dead stop to 650 mps. in .001 seconds,
would be subjected to acceleration forces of 17,000 Gs. A
250-pound Santa — which seems ludicrously slim — would
be pinned to the back of the sleigh by 4,315,015 pounds of
force, instantly crushing and reducing him to a quivering
blob of pink goo. Therefore, if Santa did exist, he’s dead
now. Merry Christmas.
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CALL FOR APPLICANTS:

THE

ERNEST K. AND
LOIS R. WULFF
SCHOLARSHIP

THE ERNEST K. AND LOIS R. WULFF SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM,
ADMINISTERED BY THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND
(CEAC), AIMS TO ASSIST WORTHY STUDENTS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR
STUDIES.
IF YOU KNOW OF A STUDENT — IN ANY FIELD OF STUDY — WHOSE HARD
WORK COULD BENEFIT FROM THE SUPPORT OF THE CEAC, CONTACT US AT
INFO@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG FOR AN APPLICATION FORM AND MORE
INFORMATION, AND VISIT HTTPS://CHIEFENGINEER.ORG/SCHOLARSHIP/.
ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS ARE DUE BY JULY 1ST, 2021.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!
AWARDS ARE GIVEN THROUGH THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND COMMITTEE. THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WILL BE REQUIRED
TO SUBMIT AN APPLICATION, INCLUDING ACADEMIC RECORDS, NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES, LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM A COMMUNITY LEADER,
PRINCIPAL OR COUNSELOR, AND A WRITTEN ESSAY ON THE FIELD OF EDUCATION THAT THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WISHES TO PURSUE. THE CHIEF
ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE WILL EVALUATE ALL COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND SELECT A MAXIMUM OF TWO (2) FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD.

4701 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 4 • Crestwood, IL 60418
708-293-1720
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